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Origami is the centuries old art of folding paper. While origami is enjoyed around the world, the word comes from Japan: “ori” meaning to fold and “kami” meaning paper. Whether a beginner or an expert, there is something on this list for you.

The skill level of each book is denoted by the following code:
SIMPLE = (S)  INTERMEDIATE = (I)  LOW INTERMEDIATE = (LI)
HIGH INTERMEDIATE = (HI)  COMPLEX = (C)

DUE TO COVID19, IT IS HIGHLY SUGGESTED TO CALL OR EMAIL THE SOURCE TO VERIFY THAT THE PRODUCT IS IN STOCK BEFORE SENDING IN YOUR ORDER (see end of catalog for info). DUE TO COVID, MANY OF OUR VENDORS ARE NOT SHIPPING AND STOCK MAY BE LOW OR UNAVAILABLE. ITEMS MARKED AS “SOLD OUT, NOT FOR ORDER” ARE ITEMS THAT WE HOPE TO RESTOCK, BUT MAY TAKE TIME AND NOT AVAILABLE FOR ORDER AT THIS TIME.

BOOKS

OrigamiUSA Publications:
Annual Collections contain approximately 50+ models by hundreds of creators worldwide, most previously unpublished. Annuals are perfect bound except for the 2012 collection which is spiral bound. Prior year’s collections, not listed here, are available on the website only. PB (S-C)

2019 ORIGAMI COLLECTION – 256 pp. CAC-19 $9.00
2016 ORIGAMI COLLECTION – 235 pp. CAC-16 $9.00
2013 ORIGAMI COLLECTION – 228 pp. CAC-13 $15.00

OrigamiUSA/PCOC 2013 SOUTHWESTERN ORIGAMI MODELS: 29 models from the 2013 Pacific Coast Origami Convention, most with a Southwestern theme. The collection includes 6 models of hot air balloons in honor of the Albuquerque Balloon Festival that ran concurrent with the convention, as well as Southwestern animals such as the coyote and roadrunner, Southwestern flora such as the yucca and chili pepper. Southwestern related models such as a Southwestern pot and alien (in honor of Roswell, New Mexico). A final section of other models includes Octospiral, Kanji the Dog, Candle Holder, Jude’s Star, and more. 120 pp. PB. (S-I) #B13-136 $9.00

OrigamiUSA/PCOC 2015 ALL ROADS LEAD TO BOULDER: 45 models from the 2015 Pacific Coast Origami Convention, featuring models by special guests Leyla Torres and Michael Naughton, as well as other designers from around the world. Includes detailed instructions for the many Sonobe module variations that Michael Naughton teaches, and many other models such as Cala Lily, Goldfish, Heart, House Unit, Omega star, Packing Box and Card Case, Pureland Santa, Pentagonal Blow Spin, Snow Cube, and more. 100 pp. PB. (S-C) #B15-119 $9.00

Aoyagi/GIRL’S Origami: Don’t let the title fool you; these models aren’t just for girls! At least 45 cute models that include teddy bear, dog, cat, lipstick, compact case, flowers, penguin boxes, stacking blocks, animals, food, Christmas items, and characters from stories (Hansel and Gretel, Three Bears, Little Red Riding Hood). Beautiful color photos and diagrams. In Japanese. 208 pp. PB (S-HI) #B18-119 $17.50

Appel & Gray/ORIGAMI FLOWERS AND FLOWER ARRANGEMENTS: 11 flowers, leaves, containers, and construction ideas from a workshop of The Friends of The Origami Center of America. 17 pp. Booklet. (I) #B896-101 $5.00

Beber/ORIGAMI NEW WORLDS: Amazing tessellations from single sheets. Patterns are based on a simple triangular grid with unexpected elements that seem to float above the paper. The book starts with basic skills like obtaining a starting hexagon shape, folding accurate grids, and twist folding. Then there are simple exercises that progress into advanced projects, with links to helpful online videos. There is even a section with advice on designing your own tessellations. Full color photos and diagrams. 148 pp. PB. (I-C) #B17-112 $40.00

Beech/ORIGAMI YOU CAN USE: 27 Practical Projects. Useful origami for itself, for entertaining, for the office, and for the garden. Use environmentally friendly paper instead of plastic in many ways! Models include wallet, gift bag, vase, tissue box, butterfly napkin ring, bowl, business card holder, CD wallet, desk tidy, CD rack, file holder, seed packet, seed pot, visor, and beer shade. 94 pp. PB. (S-I) #B10-102 $9.95

Bolitho/MINDFUL ORIGAMI: Fold Yourself Calm. 15 origami projects that progress from simple traditional models (Tree, Kabuto, Butterfly, Crane) to action models (Flying Bird, Jumping Frog, Puffer Fish), to advanced models (Swan, Yacht, Dog, Kangaroo). The last section is modular origami, including Decoration, Cube Ball, Star Ball, and an interesting variation on the Fortune Teller that allows the unit to be locked and stacked for some unique constructions. Includes 40 sheets of 7-1/2 inch origami paper. 72 pp. PB. (S-I) #B17-114 $16.00

Bolitho/ORIGAMI HOME: Over 30 pieces of origami furniture and accessories for every room. Styles range from shaker to modern. Models include armchair, sofa, recliner, floor lamp, television, dining table and chairs, hutch, computer, desk lamp, bookcase, bed, bathtub, sink, toilet, lounge chair, flower and flower pot, and even a pet! Includes unique printed paper appropriate for stylish interior designs. Great for creative play, holiday arrangements, dollhouse furnishings, origami displays. 144 pp. PB. (I) #B15-109 $22.00

Bolitho/ORIGAMI PAPER BOXES: This book contains instructions for a wide variety of boxes divided into four chapters: Classic Designs, Modern Boxes, Two-piece Boxes and Modular Boxes. Boxes range from a simple square, rectangular, or triangular box design to the more challenging pentagonal, hexagonal and octagonal designs. Some boxes are formed with one sheet of paper while others are folded to stand on legs, have compartments, flaps, slanted walls, or unique lids. The book includes 30 sheets of 7 inch colored paper many with a print on one side and color on the other side. 128 pages PB (S-HI) #B18-104 $19.99
Bolito/ORIGAMI ZODIAC EAST AND WEST: This book contains instructions for zodiac designs from Western and Eastern cultures. Western designs include Arius the Ram, Taurus the Bull, Gemini the Twins, Cancer the Crab, Leo the Lion, Virgo the Lady, Libra the Balance, Scorpio the Scorpion, Sagittarius the Centaur, Capricorn the Goat, Aquarius the Water Carrier, and Pisces the Fish. Eastern designs include the Rat, Ox, Tiger, Rabbit, Dragon, Snake, Horse, Sheep, Monkey, Rooster, Dog and Pig. There is also a Yin Yang design. The book also includes 30 sheets of 7 inch double sided colored paper many with a print on both sides and color on the other side. 128 pages PB (S-HI) #B18-103 $19.99

Bolito/ART AND CRAFT OF GEOMETRIC ORIGAMI: 27 geometric models of various types: One-piece Projects, Twists and Turns that change shape with movement, Modular Projects, and Advanced Modulars. Models include simple tetrahedrons and cubes, diamonds and geo balls, wreaths, flexagons, flower balls, and starbursts. Book includes 32 sheets of print and solid duo paper. Large, clear color diagrams with text explanations for each step, and photos of the manipulations for the trickier steps. Beautiful full color pictures of finished models for inspiration. 128 pp. PB. (I) #B17-128 $19.95

Bolito/ORIGAMI GARDEN: Over 30 models of Seeds and Plants (Easy Rose, Seedlings in a Pot, Cactus in a Pot, Nuts in a Bowl, Hydrangea, Four-petal Blossom, Balloon Flowers, Pine Tree and Palm Leaf), Flowers (Classic Lily, Calla Lily, Water Lily, Tulip, Rose with Stem and Calyx, Fuchsia, Bunch of Flowers), Fruit and Vegetables (Mushroom, Strawberry, Pear, Tomato, and Chili Pepper) and Garden Life (Bird, Butterfly, Frog and Snail). Unique to this book is some pots with a paper “dirt” insert for holding an easy leaf and stalk system allowing you to arrange and display your peaceful garden. Book includes 32 sheets of print and solid duo paper. Large, clear color diagrams with text explanations for each step, beautiful full color pictures of finished models for inspiration. 128 pp. PB. (I) #B17-107 $19.99

Chan, Frasco, Sato and Tamaki/CREATIVE ORIGAMI AND BEYOND: Step-by-step projects using origami, including modern projects such as adding micro-light to a cute clutch purse, and an excellent chapter on preparing paper and wet-folding by Paul Frasco. The book starts with an introduction to origami, folding tools, materials, techniques, and origami bases, then moves into chapters by each of the four authors. Projects include a Floral Bookmark, Fox Envelope, Medallions (using cutting), Lampshade, Lighted Blossoms, Lighted Fairy Tiara, Wet-Folded Gnome, and much more. Large, clear, full color photo instructions and 6 large sheets of patterned folding paper. 144 pp. PB. (S-I) #B17-102 $19.95

Corrie/FOLDED BEAUTY: Edwin Corrie has updated and translated Joan Sallas’ book entitled “Gefaltete Schönheit” (Folded Beauty). This research book is the most complete summary of the history of paper and napkin folding in Europe. The book reveals pleating techniques used to fold highly complex structures as well as for dress-making. The book also describes different types of napkin designs, as well as the use of the blitz and the Yuen Bao design. A well-researched bibliography related to the art of napkin folding is at the end. 156 pp. HB (I) #B19-007 $31.50

DiLeonardo-Parker/SIX SIMPLE TWISTS: Subtitle: The Pleat Pattern Approach to Origami Tessellation Design. The book starts with a foundation of cutting a hexagon, then folding a grid and pleats on the hexagon, followed by instructions for 6 basic twists – triangle, triangle spread, hex, hex spread, rhombic, and arrow. The next chapter is on using the twists in different patterns, while adding new techniques such as clustering, back twists, releasing pleats, pleat flattening, pleat offsetting, and twist expansion. The final chapter has more advanced techniques useful in designing and creating your own tessellations. Side by side photos and diagrams of each step. This is a great book for anyone who wants to get started with tessellations or who wants to expand their tessellating techniques. 118 pp. PB. (I-C) #B16-101 $41.95

Engel/10-FOLD ORIGAMI: Fabulous Paperfolds You Can Make in Just 10 Steps! Create 26 models that include duck, house, pinwheel, sailboat, and eggs and on a plate, candy cane, ice cream cone, valentine, picture frame, high-heeled shoe, wedding ring, butterfly, bat, penguin, elephant head, snake, snail on an ivy leaf, rocket ship, spinner, goose and egg, and hatching chick. 96 pp. HB (S-HI) #B18-106 $19.95

Esteve: STOP THINKING FIRST FOLDING: Paperback book with 33 models from Oriol Esteve. Exceptionally clear diagrams with color to depict 2 sides. Diagrams are in English and French with chapters titled: Personality, Geometric Joy, and Social Folding. Models include Fox with Fangs, Nosy Cat, Super Peanut, Cat, Chihuahua, German Dog, Panda, Red panda, Koala, Arctic Fox, Racoon, Owl, Griffin, Frog, Ghost, Unicorn, Wild Boar, Magpie, Squirrel, Lion, Flamming Dragon, Tiger, Fusion Dragon, Monkey, Baby Dragon, Maneki Neko, Inflatable Cat, Hungry T-Rex, Hungry Shark, Jumping Rabbit, Poop Bird, Flapping Pajantia, Ninja, and Cat Head Brooch. 176 pp. PB. (LI-HI) #B18-124 $34.95

Fuchimoto/ENJOY THE ZODIAC AND JAPAN CHARACTERS: In Japanese. Beautiful color pictures to show the folding steps. Enjoy folding the twelve Zodiac animals: Rat, Dragon, Monkey, Pig, Snake, Rooster, Tiger, Horse, Dog, Rabbit, Sheep, and Ox. Then enjoy folding a selection of Japanese themed models: Flying Crane, Sea Bream, Bamboo Kadomatsu, Lion Dance Doll, Turtle, Leaves, Lucky Cat, Sitting Cat, Fukusuke Doll, Dogu Doll, Rounched Cat, Dharma. The back of the book has a few tear out pages to create the Lucky Cat, Fukusuke Doll and Dharma Doll. 112 pp PB (LI - C) #B20-018 $32.00


Fuchimoto/ORIGAMI BAGS FROM ONE SHEET: 37 unique models that can be used as small gift bags, money holders, chopstick covers, notecards, letterfolds, package tags, or table decorations. Folded embellishments include noshi, crane, turtle, leaves, flowers, Mount Fuji, Samuri Helmet, 4-Leaf Clover, Diamond, Sailboat, Butterfly, Cicada, Penguin, Bear, Elephant, Pine Tree, etc. All models are folded from one uncut sheet and make use of the colors on both sides of the paper, Most models begin from a common base that is diagrammed at the beginning of the book. Clear full-color photo diagrams with added crease lines and arrows Color photos of all models and a pictorial table of contents. In Japanese. 96 pp. PB. (I-HI) #B17-105 $26.00

Fujimoto/POCKET ORIGAMI: Way too cute and fun! 57 adorable models that have “pockets” to attach notes, money, or other objects to embellish your creation. These are perfect for gift giving, table settings, ATC cards, gift tags, etc. Create flowers, animals, boats, food, envelopes, Christmas and Valentine items. Beautiful full-color pictures, clear color diagrams. In Japanese. 96 pp. PB. (LI-HI) #B18-118 $22.00

Fukui/FANTASTIC ORIGAMI FLYING CREATURES: This is the English version of Real Origami Flying Creatures B15-129. However, where the Japanese version is a paper back book, this version is hardback and larger. The book contains 24 detailed, life-like flying creatures, each folded from a single sheet of paper. Models include Mandarin Duck, Swan, Crane Container, Swallow, Peacock, Crow, Fleming, Sparrow, Gull, Crested Kingfisher, Eagle, Pteranodon, various beetles, Grasshopper, Butterfly, Phoenix, Dragon, and more. Clear color diagrams with photographs to help illustrate key steps. Color photos of all models and a pictorial table of contents. In English. 112 pp. HB. (I-C) $19.99

Fukui/FANTASTIC ORIGAMI SEA CREATURES: This is the English version of Real Origami Sea Creatures B16-119. 20 detailed, life-like sea dwellers, each folded from a single sheet of paper. Models include Crocodile, Whale, Penguin, Jellyfish, Dugong, Polar Bear, Walrus, Crab, Octopus, Squid, Seahorse, Manatee, Ray, Elasmobranch, and more. Clear color diagrams with photographs to help illustrate key steps. Color photos of all models and a pictorial table of contents. 112 pp. HB. (I-C) #B21-005 $19.99

Fukui/REAL ORIGAMI LAND ANIMALS: 22 detailed, life-like land animals, each folded from a single sheet of paper. Chapters are: Introduction, Large Mammals (cattle; hippopotamus, kangaroo, giraffe, and others); Small Mammals (rat; dachshund, koala, armadillo, and others); Crustaceans and Reptiles (scorpion; lizard); Dinosaurs ( Diplodocus; Triceratops, and others). Clear color diagrams with photographs to help illustrate key steps. Color photos of all models and a pictorial table of contents. In Japanese. 112 pp. PB. (I-C) #B16-103 $28.00


Fuse/AMAZING ORIGAMI BOXES: High-quality hard-cover book containing 20 origami boxes and bowls diagrammed by Tomoko Fuse, some with optional dividers and decorative base inserts for extra strength. A few are based on traditional boxes (Sanbo, Lazy Susan, Masu), but others are new (Party Box 1 & 2, Double Cube Box, Tortoiseshell Bowl, Rose Box, and more). All text is in English with full color diagrams and gorgeous photos of finished models. There are full video folding instructions for every model accessible by scanning a QR code or typing in the website address. 120 pp. HC. (S-I) #B17-125 $32.00

Fuse/BEAUTIFUL ORIGAMI BOXES: An amazing variety of boxes in one book. There are single sheet boxes, modular boxes, and boxes with sloped sides. The box tops have unique facets, petal shapes, and windows. Box shapes include square, rectangular, triangular, hexagonal, trapezoidal, and octagonal. Included are unique inserts and dividers for the boxes. Colored diagrams aid assembly of the modular boxes. Gorgeous color photos for inspiration and exceptionally clear diagrams. In Japanese. 98 pp. PB. (I) #B13-121 $21.00

Fuse/BEAUTIFUL ORIGAMI BOXES 2: This book concentrates on boxes from single sheets of paper rather than modular boxes. Chapter 1 presents triangular shaped boxes, chapter 2 is on square shaped boxes, chapter 3 on pentagonal boxes, and chapter 4 on elongated boxes (rectangles, diamond-shaped, and elongated hexagon shapes). Each chapter contains boxes with woven, domed, petalled, and swirled designs on the lids. Some box tops have gripping handles, and there is a unique box with a square bottom and top where the top is rotated 45 degrees providing an attractive faceted design on the sides. Gorgeous color photos for inspiration and clear color diagrams. In Japanese. 98 pp. PB. (I) #B14-121 $21.00

Fuse/BEAUTIFUL ORIGAMI BOXES 3: Boxes from single A4 sheets. This book builds on the last book in the series by presenting boxes of different shapes – hexagon, heptagon, octagon, and decagon boxes. Various models for each box shape display decorative lid embellishments that appear floral, faceted, woven, swirled, or stary. Clear color diagrams with photos showing steps in collapsing the boxes. Gorgeous color photos for inspiration. These boxes are a great way to present gifts, store keepsakes, or organize small items. In Japanese. 114 pp. PB. (I) #B14-131 $21.00

Fuse/ CUTE FLOWER KUSUDAMA ORIGAMI: In Japanese. Kusudamas of 6, 12, and 30 pieces made from Sonobe-type modules with unique inserts for the modules that provide additional color and petal-like structures on the kusudama balls. Models use tab and pocket assembly. Large color photos of models. 53 models (including variations). 88 pp. PB. (I) #B12-126 $29.50

Fuse/ENJOY POLYHEDRON ORIGAMI: In Japanese. Five chapters covering polyhedra made from edge units, exquisite star balls, crystals, strut and connector constructions, one-piece boxes of various shapes, and solid modular polyhedra. Large color photos of finished models serve as inspiration and also as guides to the assembly process. 98 pp. PB. (I) #B12-103 $24.95

Fuse/FACETED KUSUDAMA ORIGAMI: 32 Modular kusudamas (plus additional variations) made from simple units. Most are snub cube in shape, so assembly is easy. Decorative floral, star, and woven designs on the faces. These models have great visual impact for a moderate amount of work. Easy to understand diagrams with color and shading help clarify the assembly process. In Japanese. 94 pp. PB. (S-I) #B14-129 $25.50

Fuse/LA REGINA DELL’ORIGAMI: This large-format book has some of Tomoko Fuse's most spectacular and representative models. Some of these works of art decorate public and private spaces throughout the world. Her book shares the wonder and joy of folding paper. Each picture shows the beauty that the simple act of folding paper can produce. While most of the book shows the intricate designs of her models, there is a section in the back that has crease patterns and folding diagrams to try. Book is in Italian. 232 pp HB (I-C) #B19-008 $50.00

Fuse/ORIGAMI ART: This is the English version of La Regina Dell'Origami. This large-format book has some of Tomoko Fuse's most spectacular and representative models. Some of these works of art decorate public and private spaces throughout the world. Her book shares the wonder and joy of folding paper. Each picture shows the beauty that the simple act of folding paper can produce. While most of the book shows the intricate designs of her models, there is a section in the back that has crease patterns and folding diagrams to try. Book is in English.

Ganan/TWIST AND TESS: Miguel Ganan's book contains 26 tessellations. Each model has a crease pattern, detailed diagrams and instructions with a picture of the finished model. The book is nicely divided into sections that are color coded at the top of each page to easily find the section needed. Sections include an Introduction, Basic Techniques, Tessellations (triangular twists, rhombic twists, rhombic/triangular/hexagonal twists, other twists, stacked twists), Boxes, Omnijay, and Appendices. 228 pp PB (I-C) #B21-003 $44.50

Garibi/ORIGAMI TESSELLATIONS FOR EVERYONE: This book breaks down the process of creating tessellations into simple steps presented in three sections: the single molecule (the basic structure), a 2 by 2-molecule project, and finally a 4 by 4-molecule project. Using this approach, the reader can gradually learn more complex tessellation models as they work through the book. Instructions for models that focus on the 32 square-grid are included. Diagrams are hand drawn with photographs of the finished model. The book also represents Ilan Garibi's works made from metal and wood. 170 pp PB (I-C) #B19-003 $31.90

Gjerde/ORIGAMI TESSELLATIONS: Awe-inspiring Geometric Design: A must-have book. 25 folding projects with step-by-step instructions, crease patterns and how-to photos; fundamentals and history of origami tessellations; also includes a gallery of color photos of tessellations by the world's best origami artists. 121 pp. PB. (I-C) #B09-101 $30.95
Grodner, Parsons, Sanchez/NORMAN K. SCHIDE PAPERFOLDER: An inspirational photo album of origami cards created by the late Norman Schide. The compositions cover various themes, including animals, hearts, flowers, nosh, tato, human figures, and holidays. The book includes 3 diagrams for the Schide Star, Mark Twain Frog, and Star Quilt. Finally, there is a comprehensive index of the models used on the cards and where the diagrams can be found for them. This book is a must have for anyone interested in origami greeting cards or Artist Trading Cards. 68 pp. PB. (I) #B13-140 $12.00

Harbin/ORIGAMI STEP BY STEP: Re-issue of a classic book by the English master. 30 models, including full-rigged sailing ship (with stand) by Patricia Crawford, scorpion, squirrel on a log, unicorn, birds in a birdbath; color photos. 63 pp. PB. (SC) #B98-102 $7.95

Hojo/POLYHEDRAL UNIT ORIGAMI: 38 origami modules with a focus on the classic Sonobe Unit. Chapters cover Sonobe Unit geometric modules, unusual 3-dimensional modules, variations of the Sonobe Unit, modules derived from the Sonobe Unit, and piled box and unit origami. In Japanese. 128 pp. PB. (I) #B14-128 $22.50

Janas/ORIGAMI KWIAZY – FLOWERS: 25 original flower variations based on the hexagonal star. The first section has diagrams for creating a hexagon from a rectangle and for the star base, the second section has photo diagrams of the flowers, and the third section is a photo gallery. The book also includes 3 loose sheets of hexagon templates in various sizes. These flowers are beautiful in duo paper as 3D embellishments on cards, cards, lamps, etc. Also great in tilings and in small squares for jewelry or pins. In Polish and English. 64 pp. PB. (I) #B17–123 $17.50

Japan Origami Academic Society/ORIGAMI TANTEIDAN 23rd CONVENTION: Convention collection with a wide variety of clearly diagrammed models. The first section contains 28 models by Japanese designers including Diamond Box, Lucky Elephant, Chihuhua, Shooebill, Sea Turtle, Salish, Fiddler Crab, Jack O'Lantern, Godzill, Firebird, and more. The second section contains 36 models by foreign designers, including Checkerboard Spinner, Cube, Vicuna, Grumpy Frog, Lobo, Cardinal, Purple Tang, Leroy, Luster Dragon, Giraffe, Weevil, Guy Fawkes, and more. The first section is mostly in Japanese with some English, and the second section is mostly in English. 304 pp. PB. (I-SC) #B17-117 Sold Out, Not for Order

Japan Origami Academic Society/ORIGAMI TANTEIDAN 24th CONVENTION: Convention collection with a wide variety of clearly diagrammed models. The first section contains 33 models by Japanese designers including Jewel Box, Hamster, Little Fox, Giant Panda, Kangaroo, Horse, Puppy, Dog, Papillon, Squid, Banana, Rose, and more. The second section contains 28 models by foreign designers, including Pig, Cat, Asian Elephant, Lion, Magpie, Clover, Lockheed F-117A, and more. The first section is mostly in Japanese with some English, and the second section is mostly in English. 304 pp. PB. (I-SC) #B18-125 Sold Out, Not for Order

Japan Origami Academic Society/ORIGAMI TANTEIDAN 25th CONVENTION: Convention collection with a wide variety of clearly diagrammed models. The first section contains 35 models by Japanese designers including Flower Box with Legs, Owl, Flamingo, French Bulldog, Lady Godiva, SAAB 35 Draken, Scooter, and more. The second section contains 22 models by foreign designers, including Mister Rooster, Collie, Malaysian Tapir, Weedy Sea Dragon, Arabian Oryx, and more. The first section is mostly in Japanese with some English, and the second section is mostly in English. 304 pp. PB. (I-SC) #B19-015 $50.00

Kamiya/WORKS OF SATOSHI KAMIYA 2: In English & Japanese. 16 fabulous super-complex models. Crease patterns and suggested paper sizes are provided, along with detailed diagrams featuring Japanese and English text on most steps. Diagrams for Japanese Maple Leaf, Golden Retriever (created during the 6th TV Champion Origami Championship), Asiatic Elephant, Raccoon Dog, Lion, Lyrebird, Little Bird, Turban Shell, Tree Frog, Cicada Nymph, Cyclommatus Metalifer (stag beetle), Phoenix, Cerebus, Minotaur, Hermit Crab (created for the 2005 OrigamiUSA Design Challenge), and Sleipnir (8-legged horse). 232 pp. PB. (C-Super C) #B13-102 $75.00

Kato & Langerak/ORIGAMI CITY: 31 models of world landmarks and city scenery. All models are from a square with no cutting. The Getting Started section includes general scenery like a House, Car, Stop Sign, Fire Hydrant, etc. Then comes four sections of famous landmarks from the Americas, Europe, Middle East & Africa, and Asia & Australia. Models include the Washington Monument, White House, Christ the Redeemer, Big Ben, Eiffel Tower, Coliseum, Leaning Tower of Pisa, Sphinx, Burj Khalifa, Taipei 101, Taj Mahal, Sydney Opera House, and many more. Color pictures of finished models superimposed over the real landmarks; photos of another 10 models not diagrammed in the book are shown for additional inspiration. Comes with 20 sheets of origami paper. Models would make great additions to a Lego City, model train layout, school report, floral display, etc. 144 pp. HC. (I) #B15-104 $21.00

Kawahata/ANIMAL ORIGAMI – Origami Land +: 32 animal models from single squares. Models start with simpler animal faces that creatively use the coloring on both sides of the paper (Dog, Cat, Red Panda, etc.), then moves on to intermediate models (Tiger Face, Giraffe, Lion, Aardvark, Mouse, etc.), then advanced models (Boar, Bison, Gorilla, Japanese Monkey, etc.), and finally complex models (Raccoon, Kangaroo, Deer). Clear color diagrams with full color photos of finished models and a pictorial table of contents. In Japanese 128 pp.PB. (LI-C) #B17-132 $21.00

Kawahata/DINOSAUR ORIGAMI – Origami Land +: 27 dinosaur models. Models start with simpler models (Supersaurus, Velociraptor, Maiasaura, etc.), then moves on to intermediate models (Diplodocus, Triceratops, Tyrannosaurus, etc.), then advanced models (Stegosaurus, Spinosaurus, Giganotosaurus, Tyrannosaurus Skull, etc.), and finally complex models (Ichthyosaurus, Archaeopteryx, Pteranodon, etc.). Clear color diagrams with full color photos of finished models and a pictorial table of contents. In Japanese 128 pp.PB. (LI-C) #B17-133 $21.00

Kawahata/INSECTS IN ORIGAMI – Origami Land +: 26 insect models with diagrams that indicate the model size in relation to paper size. Start with simpler models such as the small cabbage butterfly, fly, moth, giant water bug, predaeous diving beetle, cicada, and dragonfly. Tackle intermediate models that include the horse fly, swallowtail butterfly, long-horned beetle, stick insect, ant, mayfly, bee, mantis, stinkbug, and seven-spot ladybug. Challenge yourself with complex models such as the leaf insect, stag beetle, long-armed scarab, grasshopper, caucabce beetle, Hercules beetle, and rhiocoros beetle. Two more challenging models include the five-horned rhinoceros beetle and the neptune beetle. Clear color diagrams to show both sides of paper with full color photos of finished models and a pictorial table of contents. In Japanese 128 pp.PB. (LI-C) #B18-122 $26.00

Kawahata/ORIGAMI WORKS OF FUMIYAKI KAWAHATA: 16 original models and diagrams by Fumiaki Kawahata. The elegant models capture the essential characteristics of each subject and use the coloring on both sides of the paper. These designs use precise folding and geometric landmarks, and look great without requiring difficult shaping. Models include Jedi Master Yoda, Beagle, Chipmunk, Wild Boar, Cat, Pony 3D Model, Small Bird, Japanese Macaque, Shirt, Bird, Turtle, Triceratops, Spinosaurus, T-Rex, Stegosaurus, Pegasus 02 model. Large color pictures of all finished models, clear diagrams with text explanations on each step. In English and Japanese. 180 pp. PB. (HI-SC) #B19-002 $55.00

Kawasaki/FANCY ORIGAMI FOR PRACTICAL USE: In Japanese. 28 models. Chapter 1 includes chopstick rest, tulip chopstick holder, sweets dish, pencil holder, 8-section pen holder, leaf bowl, and unique LED tealight holders (rose, swan, and rhododendron). Chapter 2 is boxes, including a tomato box, star box, Mondrain box, and more. Chapter 3 has modular balls (one using curved folding), a tree and trunk, and origami building blocks with instructions for assembling a house, church, town house, and more. 136 pp. PB. (I) #B14-122 $26.00

Kenneway/COMPLETE ORIGAMI: A fascinating collection of instructions for over 100 projects, such as Jack-in-the-Box, Troubleshooting a modular castle. Clear diagrams, beautiful photos, plus an A-Z encyclopedia of folklore, history and terminology. 192 pp. PB. (S-I) #B96-110 $22.95
Kimura/ORIGAMI CUBE ANIMALS: Break free from the traditional box designs with these clever animal cube box models. Perfect as party favors, gifts, or desk accessories. Use one sheet of paper to create a Whale, Penguin Chick, Cat, Collie, or Afghan Hound. Use two sheets of paper to create an Elephant, Hippo, Dwarves, Tanuki, Orca, Footballfish, Bulldog, Sperm Whale, Dragon, Rooster, Hen, or Chick. Beautiful full color pictures, clear color diagrams. In Japanese. 82 pp. PB (LI-HI) #B18-121 $17.50

Kimura/ORIGAMI DELIGHTFUL LIFE: In Japanese. Full color photographs of the models. Diagrams show clear directions. Models include Kappa-mon, chick, Tanuki, pup, Penguin-mon, chick, Hopper-kun, dog, Chicken-kun, Shellie-kun, Toucan, Pelican, Crocodile, Tyrannosaurus, Triceratops, Cymbal Monkey, Woodpecker, Shaking Head Fox, Raccoon, Shaking Head Cat, Shaking Head Siamese Cat, Turtle Vessel, Crab Case, Hipo Box, Dachshund Drawer, Horned Frog, Tubby Cat, Napping Cat, Turtle, Anglerfish, and Diving Whale 96 pp PB (LI-HI) #B20-020 $25.00

Kirschenbaum/ADVANCED ORIGAMI ANIMALS: A collection of creative animal diagrams await to fold 16 models in this book. Diagrams are in color to show both sides of paper and have clear instructions with symbols for folding. Each model has a finished picture. Models include the Bunny, Cutie Cat, Elephant, En Route to the Observatory, Giant Panda, Giraffe, Koala, Peacock, Penguin, Raccoon, Reindeer, Skunk, Spectacled Bear, Swan, Toucan, Turtle 146 pp PB (I-C) #B20-029 $24.95

Kirschenbaum/COLOR ORIGAMI BOTANICA: 22 origami models of flowers, birds, and butterflies (and a meditating gardener). Each diagram is followed by several tear-out sheets printed with black and white outlines to be colored in according to your tastes. Coloring can be a relaxing and calming activity, and pairing coloring with folding provides a great way to display your creations. Make flowers in color to fit your room décor, or just make models in your favorite color! Clear color diagrams with text descriptions. Models are nice from regular kami too! 176 pp. PB. (S-I) #B16-116 $12.95

Kirschenbaum/COLOR ORIGAMI FAUNA: 20 origami models of animals, including Penguin, Panda, Owl, Frog, Turtle, Cat, Lion, Elephant, Peacock, and more. Each diagram is followed by several tear-out sheets printed with black and white outlines to be colored in according to your tastes. Coloring can be a relaxing and calming activity, and pairing coloring with folding provides a great way to display your creations. Choose colors to make realistic animals, fantasy animals, or a complete zoo in your favorite color scheme! Clear color diagrams with text descriptions. Models are nice from regular kami too! 176 pp. PB. (S-I) #B16-115 $12.95

Kirschenbaum/INSETTI IN ORIGAMI: The models have rather simple forms, to allow as many people as possible to fold successfully. The volume contains 20 origami with various shapes and colors: Mosca, Cavalletta, Bombo, Cicala, Coccinella, Coleottero, Farfalla, Falena, Scarafaggi, Scopione, Zecca, Lumac, Libellula, Porcellino di Sant'Antonio, Raggio, Brucio di Geometride, Zanara, Bruco, Formica, Mantide religiosa. Included are 60 detachable sheets of paper in a wide choice of colors and decorative patterns. Each model has simple and clear diagrams with detailed instructions, as well as a QR Code and a link to access the video tutorial with the entire folding process. 144 pp PB (S-HI) #B19-006 $19.00

Kirschenbaum/ORIGAMI FUN AND GAMES: Twenty origami models from simple to complex. Models include Sailboat, Matryoshka Doll, Fortune Cookie, Tent, Pencil, Puddle Jumper, Tennis Racket, Baker, Building Block, Television, Camera, Electric Guitar, Matchbox, Skier, Golfer, Top, Fluffy (Teddy Bear), Jack-in-the-box, Chess Pieces, Chessboard. The folding instructions and diagrams are clear with diagrams in two colors for referencing front and back sides. The last page includes a picture of the model against the recommended paper size. 128 pp. PB (S-C) #B20-036 $19.95

Kirschenbaum/ORIGAMI IN UN ISTANTE: 20 unique models presented with clear, color diagrams and exclusive online instructional videos. Models were chosen for quick folding and impressive results. Models include Chessboard, Dragonfly, Eagle, Gingerbread Man, Homage to Picasso, Ladybug, Panda, Playpups, Ship in a Bottle (from one sheet!), The Smoker, and more. Comes with 100 sheets of 7” square high quality paper that is a mix of prints, solids, and duo papers. In Italian. 136 pp. PB. (I) #B15-124 $27.00

Kirschenbaum/ORIGAMI GRANDI MAESTRI AMERICANI: 20 masterpieces created by 18 American origami artists: Card with Swans (Sy Chen), Dog with Doghouse (Patricia Crawford), Harlequin (Neal Elias), Santa (Peter Engel), Dragon Shield (Paul Frasco), Tiger (Jason Ku), Red-Winged Blackbird (Robert J. Lang), Giant Panda (Bennie Peyton), Eagle (Fred Rohm), Time Flies (Jeremy Shafer), and more. Includes exclusive online instructional videos for each model and 100 sheets of 7” square origami paper that is a mix of prints, solids, and duo papers. In Italian. 160 pp. PB. (I-C) #B15-127 $27.00

Kirschenbaum/ORIGAMI HUMANS: Create twelve customizable paper people models from simple to intermediate folding. Then make each model personal by adding photos of characters or friends and family. Stickers are included to embellish hairstyles, clothing, or faces. Characters include The Dog Walker, Superhero, Construction Worker, Businessperson, Weightlifter, Baker, Guitarist, Skier, Tennis Player, Golfer, Kayaker, and Baseball Player. The kit comes with: 64 sheets of double-sided folding paper in two sizes. A step-by-step origami instruction book, Dozens of accessory stickers, Online "how-to" videos. PB (I-HI) #B18-123 $14.99

Kirschenbaum/ORIGAMI MENAGERIE: This book contains 20 animal models written in Italian. Included with the hardback book are 100 sheets of 7 inch origami paper in 20 different styles - 10 in solid duo colors and 10 with decorative patterns on one side and solid color on the opposite. Models are diagrammed in color and the book contains color photos of finished models at various angles. Models include: owl, penguin, rooster, horse, mouse, dog, cat, fox, giraffe, peacock, squirrel, rabbit, lion, hippo, camel, tiger, elephant, pig, cow, and sheep. 136 pages HB (S-HI) #B18-110 $22.50

Kirschenbaum/PAPER IN HARMONY: The second edition of Paper in Harmony includes the original 12 models: Dollar Bill Guitarist, Leaping Guitarist, Violinist, Bassist, Guitarist, Pianist, Drummer, Harpist, Clarinetist, Conductor, Dancing Couple, Saxophonist and introduces two new models: Original Beattle, and Seated Guitarist. Book includes a Materials and Method section discussing foil backing and wet folding techniques. Color diagrams with picture of finished model. 166 pages PB (HI-C) #B19-010 $35.00

Kirschenbaum/PAPER IN MOTION: A collection of 14 origami vehicles to travel by land, sea, air, and space. Models include: Ship in a Bottle, Sailboat, Penny-farthing, Bicycle, Prehistoric Car, Classic Car, Dune Buggy, Biplane, Catching a Plane, Monoplane, Helicopter, Chopper, Satellite, and Spaceship. Book includes a Materials and Method section discussing foil backing and wet folding techniques. Color diagrams with picture of finished model. 169 pages PB (HI-C) #B19-011 $35.00

Kirschenbaum/ORIGAMI PUZZLES: Challenge your puzzle skills with origami! Build units and then arrange them in various ways to solve six puzzles designed to test your geometric skills. This is a great resource book to introduce origami to explore and solve puzzles mathematically. Use in a classroom or as a team building project to work with others. 28 pp. PB (I-HI) #B19-001 $9.99

Kirschenbaum/PURE AND SIMPLE ORIGAMI: Twenty-seven origami models based on the Pureland approach to folding. Models include Angel, Bumblebee, Butterfly, Calla Lilly, Car, Dachshund, Dragon, Elephant, Fish, Frog, Guitar, Heart, Horse, Ladybug, Owl, Pencil, Plane, Ram, Sailboat, Santa Claus, Shirt, Skunk, Smiley Face, Sunflower, Teddy Bear, Tree, T-ronz. Although there are some challenges to folding, landmarks and accuracy help keep the models at a simple to low intermediate level. The folding instructions and diagrams are clear with diagrams in two colors for referencing front and back sides. 128 pp. PB (S-LI) #B20-035 $19.95
Kirschenbaum/SPOOKY ORIGAMI: Thirteen origami models for the Halloween spirit. Models include Skull with Bow, Ghost, Black Cat, Bat, Jack-o-Lantern, Spider, Alien, Witch, Grim Reaper, Japanese Monster, Hand in the Box, Dracula, and Skeleton. Diagrams are in color with detailed English directions. There is a section of the book covering materials and methods for folding models: foil backing, wet folding, back coating, and dry wiring.

120 pages. PB. (I-HI) #B20-014 $20.50

Kokichi/USEFUL ORIGAMI CONTAINERS: Instructions for 36 useful origami containers – dishes, bowls, plates, bags, and boxes – perfect for holding pencils or paperclips on your desk, sweets or snacks on the table, change in your pocket, scissors on your craft table, notes on your wall, and more. There are even 5 adorable animal-shaped containers – a peacock/turkey, penguin, swan, otter, and hen. Clear diagrams and color photos. In Japanese. 112 pp. PB. (S-I) #B14-123 $22.50

Komiya/ORNAMENTAL DECORATION ORIGAMI: Decorate any area with these models that can be used as ornaments, mobiles, garlands, vases, etc. Model instructions are in Japanese and diagrammed in color. Decorative pictures of the 44 finished models are included at the beginning of the book. Models include dahlia door charm, window ornaments, mobiles, wall ornaments, garland, polyhedral ornament, butterfly, pinwheel, flower, vase, crane ornament, perforated temari ornament, cube ornament, dish ornament, flower pot ornament, boxes, brooch, hairpin, table decorations, daphne ball decoration. 96 pages PB (S-HI) #B18-115 $15.99

Koti & Young/ORIGAMI E O TEMPO: In Portuguese. Chapter 1 contains butterflies and hummingbirds. Chapter 2 contains flowers and ways to lock them together into wreaths and quills. Chapter 3 contains kusudamas, including unique kusudamas where the faces represent the four seasons or the months of the year. The last chapter contains a vase, lantern, wind chime, two handbags, page markers, greeting card, cat, and rabbit. 70 models, pictorial table of contents, beautiful color photos, clear diagrams. 150 pp. PB. (I) #B15-114 $39.00

Koti & Young/ORIGAMI EM FLOR: In Portuguese. The subtitle translates to “Kusudamas, garlands, and bouquets” and this book has beautiful models in those categories, but also much, much more. There is also a wide variety of flowers, a vase, floral wreaths, a floral envelope, flower-topped boxes, a floral bookmark, garden fairies, a floral lantern, and sachet packets – over 50 models. Vibrant color photos, clear diagrams. 104 pp. PB. (I) #B13-131 $35.00

Kubo/KUSUDAMA FLOWER ORIGAMI 2: In Japanese. 60 origami projects including flower and leaf modules that can be used to make kusudama balls, as well as additional vases and flower holders that allow you to create bouquets, nosegays, corsages, and centerpieces. Beautiful color photos of finished projects. 96 pp. PB. (I) #B12-100 $20.00

LaFosse/ADVANCED ORIGAMI: 15 original and challenging models, including Praying Mantis, Goldfish, Squirrel, Vinton Pond Frog, Toco Toucan, Cattleya Orchid, as well as instructions for making origami paper by hand. This book is perfect to take your origami to the next level; make your origami into wonderful gifts and displays; wonderful color photos and diagrams. 137 pp. HC. (C) #B05-107 $24.95

LaFosse/ADVANCED ORIGAMI: 15 original and challenging models, including North American Cardinal, Origamido Butterfly, Praying Mantis, Goldfish, Squirrel, Frog, Toco Toucan, Cattleya Orchid, Happy Good Luck Bat, Panther Mask, and more. Includes instructions for basic and advanced folding, wet-folding, and for making origami paper by hand. Paper recipes include three general purpose blends, Satoshi Kamiya’s 50/50 blend, and Robert Lang’s origami insect paper. This book is perfect to take your origami to the next level. Wonderful color photos and diagrams. Includes DVD with helpful video instructions for tricky sections of all models. This is a reprint of the previous hardcover version at an attractive price. 128 pp. PB. (I-C) #B17-108 $20.50

LaFosse/FUN & EASY ORIGAMI ANIMALS: Whether you are new to origami or need simple models for classes, this book has 19 beginner origami animal models that everyone can fold. Simple step-by-step models include Flapping Bird, Skunk, Penguin, Whale, Bat, Owl, Jaguar, Swan, Crane, Horseshoe Crab, Turtle, Chameleon, Baby Bird, Carp, Mouse, Seal, Cardinal, Anteater, and Hummingbird. This 48 color illustrated page book also comes with 20 sheets of 6” x 6” high-quality origami papers. 48 pp. PB. (S-I) #B19-021 $8.99

LaFosse & Alexander/ESSENTIAL BOOK OF ORIGAMI: 16 step by step lessons teaching essential origami skills, such as appreciating properties of different papers, folding in the air, origami design, wet-folding, back-coating, painting paper, multi-piece folding, and more. Lessons are presented with insight and humor, and contain great information and fun models even for origami “experts”. Models include Lessons From the Heart, Anne LaVin’s Squirrel, Great White Shark, Dim Sum Bun, Ambrose the Skunk, Humuhumunukunukuapua’a, Foley the Pony, Happy Good-Luck Bat Wedding Orchid, Leatherback Sea Turtle, and more. The book starts with excellent discussions on the “Lafossophy” of origami, folding socially, origami art, preparing paper, preserving models, displaying origami, selling origami, and achieving elegance. Includes DVD with folding lessons for every model. 96 pp. PB (I) #B16-120 $17.95

LaFosse & Alexander/MICHAEL LAFOSSE’S ORIGAMI BUTTERFLIES: A beautiful full-color, full-sized book of butterflies. The book starts with several interesting articles on the authors, paper selection, uses for folded models, and Michael LaFosse’s butterfly design system. There are models for 26 exquisite butterflies, several of them published for the first time. Each model is folded from a single, uncut square, and includes a short paragraph and a haiku about the person the butterfly is named after. Included are two DVDs showing Michael teaching every model and demonstrating wet-folding techniques. Clear diagrams with text explanations and full-color photos of finished models, mostly folded from duo papers, but some photos show butterflies folded from candy wrappers, currency, mosaic foil, and hand-made papers. 112 pp. Includes 2 DVDs. PB. (I) #B13-122 $19.95

LaFosse & Alexander/ORIGAMI ENDANGERED ANIMALS: Don’t just fold - protect the wildlife! A portion of the proceeds for this kit goes to wildlife conservation. This kit engages the brain and fine motor skills by learning about 12 endangered species. It includes notes about each animal and how to become involved with their protection. This origami kit includes everything you need: 48 large sheets of high-quality double-sided animal print folding paper A full-color 64-page instruction book Free online video demonstrations Educational notes about endangerment and threatened species 48 pp. PB (LI – HI) #B19-017 $16.00

LaFosse & Alexander/LAFOSSE AND ALEXANDER’S ORIGAMI JEWELRY: This book and DVD provide a unique system for creating origami jewelry. The book includes folding instructions for different origami beads, as well as connectors, beads caps, and shaping variations. There are also discussions on paper selection, backcoating, jewelry construction, wirework, and adhesives. The DVD includes folding lessons for the models and an excellent demonstration of backcoating. Models include Square Beads, Pillow Beads, Barrel Beads, Teardrop Beads, Blossom Beads, Angel Wings, Wolverine Claws, Owl Beads, and more. Color diagrams and full color photos show how beautiful paper becomes beautiful jewelry. If you have a lot of paper you have been saving for something special, this may just be the project you were looking for! 80 pp. PB + DVD. (S-I) #B15-117 $16.95
LaFosse, Alexander, Mudarri/ORIGAMI BUTTERFLIES: The LaFosse Butterfly Design System: This butterfly kit includes 98 sheets of 6 inch folding paper and two 32-page illustrated books with diagrammed instructions. The eight different color combinations are designed to match the photography in the book. Although there are 12 projects, by making minor changes to a few key folds, there can be hundreds of different butterfly and moth variations. Projects include: The Lillian, The Evangeline Fritillary, A Butterfly for Alice Gray, Alexander Aztec Swallowtail, The Baxter, Alexander Swallowtail, The Temko, The Michael Shall, The Origamido Butterfly, The Nolan, The Joyce Rock more, The LaFosse Moth 64 pages PB (S-I) #B18-107 $11.99

Lang/ORIGAMI DESIGN SECRETS SECOND EDITION: Tools, tips and techniques for designing origami models are presented in terms of simple, easily visualized concepts (circle packing, tiling, grafting). Techniques range from simple to advanced and are usable by everyone. 26 model diagrams and 12 color-coded crease patterns are presented as illustrations of techniques, including Lang’s famous Black Forest Cuckoo Clock. The second edition adds detailed instructions for the scaled-koi, new diagrams for the Organist, Silverfish, and Roosevelt Elk, 10 insect CPs, chapters on box pleating, hex pleating, and polygon packing. 758 pp. PB. (S-C) #B11-124 Sold Out, Not for Order

Lang/ORIGAMI IN ACTION: Paper toys that fly, flap, gobble, and inflate. 39 action models, each animated and exquisite; includes strumming guitar player and Indian paddling a canoe. 157 pp. PB. (S-C) #B08-111 $23.00

Lang/ORIGAMI INSECTS AND THEIR KIN: 20 lifelike and detailed models, each averaging 90+ steps. These models are for the advanced folder who is not afraid of a challenge of a scorpion, tick, praying mantis, scarab beetle, etc; there is also a butterfly and a treehopper. 160 pp. PB (C-More Complex) #B96-118 $12.95

Lang/THE COMPLETE BOOK OF ORIGAMI: Includes several of Lang’s famous models, such as the challenging cuckoo clock and action musicians; many models use non-standard sized paper. 154 pp. PB. (I-C) #B96-108 $15.95

Lang/TWISTS, TILINGS AND TESSELLATIONS: Explore the geometric and mathematical forms of non-representational origami, especially tessellations. The book has information for those with basic, intermediate, and advanced levels of math to learn how to fold mathematically. Expand your knowledge about angles, algebra, trigonometry, geometry, linear algebra, vectors, and operators to understand how to reproduce patterns and create original models. Chapter topics include Vertices, Periodicity, Simple Twists, Twist Tiles, Tilings, Primal-Dual Tessellations, Rigid Foldability Spherical Vertices, 3D Analysis, Rotational Solids. 736 pp PB (I-C) #B18-101 $60.00

Lee/ORIGAMI PLAYHOUSE: 21 models to make furniture and decorations for every room in a playhouse – kitchen, bathroom, living room, and dining room. Models include Chest and Drawers, Vanity, Bed, Sofa, Bookcase, Dining Table and Chair, Refrigerator, Sink, Stove, Toilet, Bathtub, and more. Use the models to decorate your own playhouse, create an arrangement, or furnish the pop-up cardboard playhouse that comes with the kit. Great for creative and imaginative play or holiday arrangements. Kit includes booklet, pop-up playhouse and 60 sheets of duo color, printed origami paper. 60 pp. PB. (S-I) #B15-108 $18.99

Loper/MIND-BLOWING MODULAR ORIGAMI: 19 models including 7 decorative modules and 12 incredible wire-frame modules, all of which do not require any glue. Models include Triakis, Borealis Kusudama, Saturn Cube, 16 Triangles, Cosmos, K5, Interstellar, Dark Matter, Aurora, Event Horizon. The Alphabet, and more. Modules are not difficult to fold, but the assembly process can be challenging – this book provides full color pictures of the assembly process for each model with each polyhedra in the wire-frame shown in a unique color. 96 pp. PB. (I-C) #B16-123 $16.95

Lukasheva/KUSUDAMA ORIGAMI: Over 40 modulars designed by the author and presented with full-color photos, a pictorial table of contents, and large diagrams using colors to clearly show the sides of the paper and the assembly procedure for the modules. Chapter 1 contains mostly ball-shaped kusudamas with spokes, petals, or stars. Chapter 2 contains spiky kusudama and the flat Lilia Star. Chapter 3 is a mix, with flowery balls, cubes with spirals, and 2 unique kusudamas designed for US dollar bills (Benjamin and Precious). 114 pp. PB. (I) #B14-102 $19.95

Maekawa/GENUINE JAPANESE ORIGAMI BOOK 1: The first of 2 books that comprise the English translation of “Genuine Origami Root 2” This volume includes 33 models based on the square root of 2, also called the “silver rectangle”. Interesting introductory material, model notes, helpful folding instructions, and paper recommendations all now in English. Models include hummingbird, dragonfly, peacock, jackrabbit, connected cranes, praying mantis, deer with antlers, tiger, phoenix, Basus, and many more. Note that both book 1 and book 2 together are about the same price as the single Japanese volume. Of the two volumes, this one focuses more on animal/plant/human models. 192 pp. PB. (I-C) #B13-101 $19.95

Maekawa/GENUINE JAPANESE ORIGAMI BOOK 2: The second of 2 books that comprise the English translation of “Genuine Origami Root 2” This volume includes 34 models based on the square root of 2, also called the “silver rectangle”. Interesting introductory material, model notes, helpful folding instructions, and paper recommendations all now in English. Models include money gift wrapper, box with cat ears, several houses, unique geometric models such as cube skeleton, two sheet sunken rhombic dodecahedron, plug and socket puzzle cube, cube rose, and many more. Note that both book 1 and book 2 together are about the same price as the single Japanese volume. Of the two volumes, this one focuses more on inanimate objects, useful objects, and geometrics. 128 pp. PB. (I-C) #B13-101 $19.95

Mclean/NEW EXPRESSIONS IN ORIGAMI ART: A forward by Robert J. Lang is followed by chapters on 25 trailblazing origami artists. Each chapter includes information on the artist and their unique origami style and inspiration, and is accompanied by beautiful color photos of masterpieces by the artist. Profiled artists include Joel Cooper, Eric and Martin Demaine, Giang Dinh, Vincent Fodorier, Tomoko Fuse, Mini Golan, Paul Jackson, Beth Johnson, Eric Joisel, Goran Konjevod, Michael G. LaFosse and Richard L. Alexander, Robert J. Lang, Siph Mabona Mademoiselle Maurice, Linda Tomoko Mihara, Jun Mitani, Jeannine Mosley, Yuko Nishimura, Bernie Peyton, Hoaang Tien Quyet, Matt Shlian, Richard Sweeney, and Jiangmei Wu. This beautiful book truly shows that origami is more than just folding paper and will surely serve as inspiration to all paperfolders. 192 pp. HC. #B17-104 $29.95

Martin/SUPER CUTE ORIGAMI: Customize this super cute collection of easy origami crafts. This kit is designed for those that love to fold and decorate their models. Models include Hina dolls, Christmas Trees, Matroyoshka Nesting Dolls, Cupcakes, Crown, Diya Oil Lamps, Daruma Dolls, Masquerade Meka, Peacocks and Maneki Neko, the “Good Luck Cat”, Friendly characters, Kami Kami and Orihime are guides who show how to fold the models, and then how to personalize them in thousands of ways. So many possibilities! Surprise your friends, and yourself, with your creativity! Create adorable kawaii figures and learn fascinating facts about the countries and cultures that have inspired the designs. The kit contains:

• 48 page booklet with clear directions and colorful pictures and ideas on how to decorate the models
• 48 sheets of single color origami paper
• Over 35 sticker accessories
• 48 sheets of single color origami paper
• Over 35 sticker accessories
• Over 50 assorted stick-on rhinestones
• Lace Washi tape

48pp. PB #B19-016 $15.00
Meyer and Mukoda/ORIGAMI WITH EXPLANATIONS: This book uses traditional models as an introduction to origami explaining how spatial relations, geometry, algebra, and pattern finding are used to create the model. Each model has a background section, followed by instructions on how to fold the model, and then an explanation section covering the mathematics of the model. Detailed instructions include black and white diagrams with color photos showing the folding process. After each model there is an Exercises and Explorations section, perfect for teaching in a classroom setting.

Models include Magazine Cover Box and Business Card Frog, Fluttering Butterfly and Star Basket, Waterbomb, Tulip with Stern, Stellated Octahedron, Drinking Cup, Waterbomb Base Ornament and King David Crown, Traditional Folding Bird and Crane, Traditional Frog and Lily Pad. 235 pp PB (S-HI) #B21-001 $31.00

Meyer and Mukoda/MORE ORIGAMI WITH EXPLANATIONS: Continue your exploration of origami and math. This book uses traditional models as an introduction to origami explaining how spatial relations, geometry, algebra, and pattern finding are used to create the model. Each model has a background section, followed by instructions on how to fold the model, and then an explanation section covering the mathematics of the model. Detailed instructions include black and white diagrams with color photos showing the folding process. After each model there is an Exercises and Explorations section, perfect for teaching in a classroom setting.

Models include Kissy Fish, Tetrahedron from a Strip and Rotating Tetrahedrons, Heart Locket, One-Dollar Shirt and Dollar Bill Broken Heart, Dollar Bill Rosette, Masu Box with Lid and Shen Basket, Ninja Star and Jackson Cubes and Columbus Cubes, Betsy Ross One-snipe 5-pointed Star and One-Snip Square Letter O. 259 pp PB (S-HI) #B21-002 $31.00

Mitchell/ORIGAMI: 25 simple to low intermediate models that provide an excellent introduction to origami, a resource for origami teachers, or a useful reference for any paperfolder. Diagrams are clear and include lots of helpful text explaining the steps. Models include traditional and contemporary designs, starting with the simple traditional Cicada and progressing to the Coy Carp, Polly's Parrot, Windmill Flexagon, Merlin, Nicholla's Box, Floral Giftbox, Octagonal Wreath, Star of Wonder, and more. Includes color photos of finished models and 24 sheets of tear-out patterned origami paper. 96 pp. PB. (S-LI) #B15-101 $19.99

Miyamoto/ORIGAMI ACCESSORIES: Whether it is making earrings, necklaces or small objects to attach to your purse, these models are sure to be a hit. Diagrams are in color and have Japanese directions. A section of the book includes techniques for jewelry making. Photographs are included to show the finished models. Models include Mobile, Diamond, Pinwheel, Ribbon, Crystal, High Heels, Twinkling, Small Flower, Cherry Blossom, Leaf, Ping Pong Mum, Peony, Pansy, Denfarea, Hydrangea, Lily, Rose, Cosmos, Clover, African Violet, Camelilla, Butterfly, Cat, Rabbit, Goldfish, Crane, Owl, Double Crane, Turtle, Small Jewely Box, and Mini Basket. 129 pp PB (I-HI) #B20-021 $25.00

Montroll/BUGS IN ORIGAMI: 21 models of insects, all from a single square sheet of paper with no cutting – even on the centipede and the 8-legged spider! Other models include Moth, Praying Mantis, Wasp, Earwig, Butterfly, Long-Horned Beetle, Weevil, Asparagus Beetle, and more. Some models have been published before, but many are new designs. Clear and detailed diagrams should make these intermediate to more. Some models have been published before, but many are new designs. Clear and detailed diagrams should make these intermediate to more. Some models have been revised. Full color printing, pictorial table of contents, clear diagrams, and helpful text on most steps. 128 pp. PB. (I-C) #B15-102 $19.95

Montroll/DC SUPER HEROES ORIGAMI: 46 origami models from the DC Comics universe. The book contains 4 sections- The Batman Collection, The Superman Collection, The Wonder Woman Collection, and The Justice League Collection. Models include figures of the heroes themselves, as well as accessories such as a Batarang and Batcycle, Jimmy Olsen's Camera and the Fortress of Solitude Key, Wonder Woman's Tiara and Invisible Jet, Green Arrow's Hat and Aquaman's Trident, and much, much more. The book includes 96 sheets of pre-printed paper to provide the most accurate comic book colors and graphics, but look good from regular origami paper too. 256 pp + 96 sheets of folding paper. PB. (I) #B15-116 $11.50

Montroll/DRAGONS AND OTHER FANTASTIC CREATURES IN ORIGAMI: Start by arming yourself for the quest with an origami Shield, Sword, Ax, and Staff. Face 10 origami dragons including some with and without wings, and with one, two, or three heads. Seek guidance from an origami Wizard and avoid the paperfolded Ogre. Traveling along on your adventure you will encounter other creatures of the fantasy realm, including a Sea Serpent, Griffin, Winged Lion, Winged Wolf, Pegasus, Unicon, Phoenix, Wyvern, Winged Unicorn, and otherworldly one- and two-headed Martians. All models are from a single square sheet of paper and include some entertaining text to help you on your quest. Color photos of finished models; colorful, clear diagrams; picture index; text descriptions on most steps. 128 pp. PB. (S-C) #B14-103 $19.95

Montroll/EASY CHRISTMAS ORIGAMI: 30 easy models including a Bell, Christmas Tree, Stocking, Angel, Candy Cane, Santa, and several stars and geometric ornaments. There are also non-denominational holiday models such as Candle, Snowman, Penguin, boxes, House, Chef's Hat, Bow Tie, and Heart. Ideal as a gift, for decorating a tree, creating holiday cards, or as projects for youth groups. Any origami paper is appropriate, but foil papers would add a nice sparkle to your holiday decorations. Clear diagrams, picture index. 48 pp. PB. (S) #B10-104 $4.99

Montroll/EASY ORIGAMI: 31 simple models, mostly traditional. Easy to follow diagrams make this an excellent book for beginners. 47 pp. PB. (S) #B96-113 $4.95

Montroll/EASY ORIGAMI ANIMALS: 23 detailed animals that can be folded in 16 steps or less using basic folds. All are new, original models and each is designed to be folded from a single square with no cuts and no glue. Models include Singing Fish, Rabbit, Cat, Squirrel, Bald Eagle, Standing Crane, Pig, Bull, Rhinoceros, Hippopotamus, Lion, Parrot, and more. Clear color diagrams, color photos of finished models, pictorial table of contents, and a short paragraph about each animal. 48 pp. PB. (S-LI) #B15-103 $5.95

Montroll/FUN AND SIMPLE ORIGAMI: 101 Easy-to-Fold Projects, This large collection is a must-have for teaching, for classrooms and libraries, for new folders, and for anyone who wants a wonderful reference book of favorite traditional models. Also includes some new models by the author, including a really cute clownfish. Very clear diagrams using standard notation. Picture index. A lot of models for a good price! 120 pp. PB. (S-I) #B12-116 $11.95

Montroll/ORIGAMI DINOSAURS FOR BEGINNERS: 24 favorite dinosaurs including Pteranodon, Elasmosaurus, Dimetrodon, Parasaurolophus, Tyrannosaurus, Stegasaurus, and many more. Also included is a Jurassic Tree, a mountain, and a volcano so you can create a complete prehistoric scene. These original models are all made from squares and can be folded in under 20 steps, but still capture the distinctive features of each beast. Folders that master these dinos will be ready to tackle the more challenging models in Montroll's Dinosaur Origami. Color photos and clear diagrams with helpful text descriptions, the models also include an interesting fact on each dinosaur and a phonetic pronunciation of the dinosaur name. 48 pp. PB. (S-LI) #B13-105 $5.95

Montroll/ORIGAMI GONE WILD: 25 animal models from aardvark to zebra. Both sides of origami paper are used to produce white tusks on the elephant, a ring tail on the raccoon, and stripes on the zebra. There is great detail in the antlers on the moose and the face on the hippo. About half the models are all new, half previously published, though some have been revised. Full color printing, pictorial table of contents, clear diagrams, and helpful text on most steps. 128 pp. PB. (S-Very Complex) #B13-112 $19.95

Montroll/ORIGAMI POLYHEDRA DESIGN: This unique and wonderful book presents 72 origami polyhedra, each folded from a single uncut square, plus the design techniques and mathematical concepts behind the models; each with a skill level designated, in three chapters: I. Designing Origami Polyhedra, II. Platonic and Related Polyhedra, III, Dipyramids and Dimpled Dipyramids. This book is a MUST HAVE for fans of geometric origami and mathematics educators. 288 pp. PB. (S-Very Complex) #B09-110 $37.95
Montroll/ORIGAMI STARS: 40 original 2-dimensional stars, each folded from a single square sheet of paper. Stars range from 3-points up to 12-points, and include Woven, Radiant, and Kaleidoscopic varieties. Many of the models display the front and back sides of the paper to produce interesting color patterns when folded from regular origami paper or from double paper. Very clear full-color diagrams with helpful text on each step. This sequel to "Galaxy of Origami Stars" also features designs by John Montroll and Russell Cashdollar. 128 pp. PB. (S-I) #B14-126 $19.95

Montroll/ORIGAMI TWELVE DAYS OF CHRISTMAS AND SANTA, TOO!: 36 clearly diagrammed models for all the items in the "12 Days of Christmas" holiday favorite. Fold your own partridge, pear, and tree, calling birds, golden rings, maids-a-milking and so on. The book includes other holiday themed models, including a gift card, gift box, stars, stocking, wreath, two Santa models, and more. 64 pp. PB. (S-I) #B13-141 $8.95

Montroll/PERFECT PETS ORIGAMI: 33 models of household pets, including aquarium pets, reptiles, amphibians, birds, mammals, and bugs. Models include Clown Fish, Goldfish, Turtle, Lizard, Parakeet, Cockatoo, Hamster, Ferret, Gerbil, Rabbit, Cats, Dogs, Pot-Bellied Pig, tarantula, and more. Pictorial table of contents, color photos of all models, clear color diagrams with text descriptions on each step. All models are simple, single, uncut squares and have great folding sequences. 128 pp. PB. (S-C) #B17-129 $18.95

Montroll/SUPER SIMPLE ORIGAMI: 32 all-new models. Pictorial table of contents, color photos of all models, clear diagrams. This is a great book for teaching origami, for origami beginners, or for folders who enjoy the elegance of simple models that are fun to fold. Models include tent, house, heart, diamond, arrow, cruise ship, fish, ladybug, owl, frog, all the pieces for a complete chess set, and more. 48 pp. PB. (S-LI) #B11-131 $4.95

Montroll and Lang/ORIGAMI UNDER THE SEA: 26 models, many from the now out-of-print "Origami Sea Life" plus 5 NEW models ranging from mollusks to sea mammals. Models include Siamese fighting fish, frogs at various life stages, walrus, whales, conchs, swordfish, crab, lobster, angler fish, barracuda, angelfish, ray, and many others 120 pp. PB. (S-C) #B10-121 $14.95

Montroll & Webb/ORIGAMI WORLDWIDE: 33 great models from designers around the world. The models include Nick Robinson's Frog, Mark Bolitho's Ocean Liner, Nicolas Terry's Eagle, Eric Joisel's Cat, Peter Budai's Mr. Moustache, Sipho Mabona's Koi, John Szinger's Hot Air Balloon, Robert John L. Lang's Tropical Morpho Butterfly, Roman Diaz's Reef Fish, Steven Casey's Kangaroo, Fumiaki Kawahata's Fox, Kade Chan's Peacock, Peace Lily, Hydrangea with Leaves, Progressove Flower, Star Diamond Tessellation, Doorknob Tessellation, Blooming Cube, Frilled Sonobe, Sparkling Stars, Patterned Pentakis, Majestic Mosaic, Starfish Rock, Alpha Centauri, and much more. Large colored diagrams with text instructions on each step, and beautiful full-color pictures. 108 pp. PB. (LI-HI) #B17-111 $23.95

Mukerji/ORIGAMI ALL KINDS: 50 new designs that can be made without scissors or glue. Models are presented in three sections – single sheet models, tessellations, and modular designs. Models include Peacock, Peace Lily, Hydrangea with Leaves, Progressive Flower, Star Diamond Tessellation, Doorknob Tessellation, Blooming Cube, Frilled Sonobe, Sparkling Stars, Patterned Pentakis, Majestic Mosaic, Starfish Rock, Alpha Centauri, and much more. Large colored diagrams with text instructions on each step, and beautiful full-color pictures. 108 pp. PB. (LI-HI) #B17-111 $23.95

Mukerji/WONDROUS ONE SHEET ORIGAMI: 30 models plus variations, each folded from a single, uncut sheet of paper. Sections include simple designs, flowers, Kusumita and derivatives, octagonal collapse flowers, recursive designs, and decorative boxes. Designs are by the author and by guest artists Evan Zold, Dasa Severova, and Christiane Bettens. Color diagrams with text descriptions on steps, color photos of finished models, and a beginning section on origami basics. These models are a delight to fold! Models look best with paper that is a different color on each side, such as duo paper or regular kami. 102 pp. PB. (S-HI) #B13-145 $22.95

Naegata/SEASONAL ORIGAMI WREATHS: Fold wreaths for every month of the year! The book is separated into the months of the year with 2 to 3 models per month and a bonus section of an additional 5 models for a total of 33 models. Models are diagrammed in color and explained in Japanese. Beautiful full color pictures of finished models are included at the beginning of the book. 144 pages PB (I-C) #B18-113 $25.29

Naegata/BEAUTIFUL ORIGAMI PAPER WREATHS: This is the English version of Seasonal Origami Wreaths B18-113. Fold wreaths for every month of the year! The book is separated into the months of the year with 2 to 3 models per month and a bonus section of an additional 5 models for a total of 33 models. Models are diagrammed in color and explained in English. Beautiful full color pictures of finished models are included at the beginning of the book. 112 pp PB (I-HI) #B002-004 $17.00

Naomi/BEAUTIFUL ORIGAMI ROSE: Although the title is about roses, this book also contains models for flowers to include calix, thorns, leaves. Model instructions are in Japanese and are a mixture of photographs of each step or diagrammed in color. A DVD is included with videos of folding the flowers. Beautiful full page pictures of finished models are included at the beginning of the book. Models include square simple rose, square rose, square rose bud, rose bud, blooming rose, pointed petaled rose, old rose "Rosette", balloon flower, cherry blossom, plumeria, bougainvillea. 104 pages PB (I-C) #B18-114 $27.99

Noguchi and Friedman/MANGA ORIGAMI: Create 20 super cute Manga / anime characters, including French Maid, Bunny Girl, Schoolgirl, Tea Picker, Shrine maiden, Ori Fighter, Ronin Samurai, Fairy, Nurse, Dragon Girl, Neko Form, and others. Multipiece models are 3-dimensional and use quite a bit of box-pleating. Color pictures and excellent large, color diagrams with helpful text descriptions on each step. 168 pp. PB. (I) #B16-106 $19.95

nuinui/ORIGAMI MADE IN ITALY: 20 masterpieces (and some additional variations) created by 10 Italian origami masters: Valencian Flower (Francesco Decio), Candy Box (Ricardo Colletto), Pecking Bird (Pasquale D’Auria), Felix (Enrica Dray), Flower with Star (Roberto Grettier), Two Hearts (Francesco Mancini), Dragon in Flight (Pasquale D’Auria and Luca Vitagliano) and more. Includes exclusive online instructional videos for each model and 100 sheets of 7" square origami paper that is a mix of prints, solids, and duo papers. In Italian. 124 pp. PB. (LI-HI) #B15-126 $27.00

Morollón/ORIGAMI SKETCHBOOK: Beautiful hand-drawn and watercolor-painted diagrams give this book of original animal models the feel of a naturalist's field notebook. Models include Bat, Howling Wolf, Mouse, Kitten, Monkey, Tweet, Penguin, Manta Ray, Seagull, Bison, Rhinoceros, and Koi. Models are not difficult, but capture the essence of each creature. Each diagram is preceded by a color photo of the finished model and a page giving the influences and story behind each one, then suggests additional avenues for modifying them further. All can be successfully folded from 6-inch squares of kami. Clear diagrams. 100 pp. HC. (LI-H) #B15-106 $33.50
Robinson/ORIGAMI ANYWHERE: 29 models designed to be folded anywhere by using whatever paper is at hand, such as lottery tickets, business cards, metro cards, receipts, newspaper, brochures, candy wrappers, paper plates, wallpaper remnants, tea bag wrappers, etc. Models include Octaclip, Slippers, Jumping Frog, Mehlem envelope, Pill Box, Autumn Leaf, Rocking Cradle, 3D Heart, Dachshund, Yacht, Throne, Wizard, Koala, Shell Cube, XYZ, and more. Color photos and diagrams, text descriptions for every step. 78 pp. PB. (S-I) #B15-121 $14.95

Robinson/ORIGAMI FISH AND OTHER SEA CREATURES: This origami fish kit includes 60 sheets of 17 cm folding paper and a 64-page instruction book with colored diagrammed instructions. Each model has a difficulty rating from easy to difficult. There is also a Step-by-Step Online Video Tutorial for assistance, if needed. There are 20 projects designed by Robert Lang, John Montroll, Marc Kirschenbaum, Steven Palmer, Rob Snyder, Viviane Berty and many others. Projects include: Fish Silhouette, Simple Fish, Multiform Fish, Pureland Fish, Bubble Fish, 3D Fish, Goldfish, Telescope Goldfish, Angel Fish, Flatfish, Clownfish, Carp, Swimming Fish, Moray Eel, Banded Angelfish, Fish Bones, Shark, Manta Ray, Koi, Caper, Puffer Fish 64 pages PB (S-H) #B18-108 $11.10

Robinson/ORIGAMI MASTERS: This kit comes with a 96 page book and 54 sheets of duo paper. Each sheet has a different design on the front with a solid color on the reverse. There are 20 models to fold from various origami masters. 96 pp PB (I-HI) #B021-006 $15.99

Robinson/TRADITIONAL JAPANESE ORIGAMI: Whether you are a novice folder or enjoy folding/teaching traditional origami, this book kit has something for everyone. The book includes over 20 origami projects in color with a picture of the finished model. The basic folding techniques are illustrated and each project has a short description about the model. Projects include the Cup, Cicaeda, French Fry Boat, Glider, Cat Brooch, Star, Fish, Caterpillar, Scotty Dog, First Flight, Pixie Boots, Envelope, Heart, Pterosaur, Lucky Star, Gondola, 3D Cube Illusion, Iris, Fish Ring, Stelko Heels, Water Tank, and Tetrahedron. The kit includes 120 sheets of paper (20 patterns and 8 solid colors). With the book being the same size as the paper (6 inches), it is perfect to take along and fold in many situations. 64 pages PB (S-I) #B18-102 $12.99

Robinson/WORLD’S BEST ORIGAMI: Over 100 models! An extensive basics chapter covers diagram symbols and making shapes, divisions, and bases. Subsequent chapters are dedicated to bird, animal, flower, people, container, geometric, modular, practical, and fun models. Each chapter starts with simple models and builds in difficulty. Traditional models are included, along with models by the author and by origami creators from around the world (for example, Eric Joisel’s “Fancy Swan”, Chris Alexander’s “Howling at the Moon”, Gilad Aharoni’s “Crying Baby”, Florence Temko’s “Classic Bowl”, Thoki Yenn’s “Umululs Rectangulum”, Shuzo Fujimoto’s “Apple”). 312 pp. PB. (S-C) #B11-126 $19.95

Rosciszewska-Narloch/ADVANCED ORIGAMI TESSELLATIONS: This book requires spatial imagination and dense grid preparation. Models can require strong concentration or can be monotonous, and some can be done quickly (under a few hours). The Randomness project is aptly named as the effect always seems different each time it is repeated. Two challenges are offered that test your skill and imagination. Models include: Over 100 models! An extensive basics chapter covers diagram symbols and making shapes, divisions, and bases. Subsequent chapters are dedicated to bird, animal, flower, people, container, geometric, modular, practical, and fun models. Each chapter starts with simple models and builds in difficulty. Traditional models are included, along with models by the author and by origami creators from around the world (for example, Eric Joisel’s “Fancy Swan”, Chris Alexander’s “Howling at the Moon”, Gilad Aharoni’s “Crying Baby”, Florence Temko’s “Classic Bowl”, Thoki Yenn’s “Umululs Rectangulum”, Shuzo Fujimoto’s “Apple”). 312 pp. PB. (S-C) #B11-126 $19.95

Rosciszewska-Narloch/ORIGAMI DAY AND NIGHT TESSELLATION: Detailed photo diagrams overlaid with folding symbols provide instructions for the Day and Night tessellation – a two sided tessellation that shows suns on one side and stars on the other. Close up photos provide help on collapses, and instructions are provided in English and Polish. Glossy pages and well-lit, high resolution photos make the steps clear and easy to follow. 32 pp. PB. (H) #B17-118 $8.50

Rosciszewska-Narloch/ORIGAMI KWIATY NA CALY ROK: Create beautiful flowers and assemble them into floral kusudama arrangements that will look amazing. Black and white diagrams for creating flowers, leaves, and embellishments like the lucky star, crane, or decorative ball based on Snapology by Heinz Strobl. The second half of the book shows color photographs and directions on how to assemble the models for displays. The use of glue and scissors is required for assembly of many of the projects. Book is in Polish. 120 pp. PB. (H-HI) B20-003 $25.00

Rosciszewska-Narloch/ORIGAMI KWIATOWA TESSELACJA (Flowers): Detailed photo diagrams overlaid with folding symbols provide instructions for the Flowers tessellation, which looks great from both the front and back sides. Close up photos provide help on collapses. Glossy pages and well-lit, high resolution photos make the steps clear and easy to follow. In Polish. 20 pp. PB. (H) #B13-116 $8.50

Rosciszewska-Narloch/ORIGAMI TESSELACJA BRAHTKI (PANSIES): Detailed photo diagrams overlaid with folding symbols provide instructions for the tessellation model, Pansies. Lots of help is given on how to collapse the tessellation sections by photos showing in-process steps. Glossy pages and well-lit, high resolution photos make the steps clear and easy to follow. In Polish. 32 pp. PB. (I) #B20-006 $8.50

Rosciszewska-Narloch/ORIGAMI TESSELACJA LAKA (MEADOW): Detailed photo diagrams overlaid with folding symbols provide instructions for the tessellation models, Meadow. Lots of help is given on how to collapse the tessellation sections by photos showing in-process steps. Glossy pages and well-lit, high resolution photos make the steps clear and easy to follow. In Polish. 28 pp. PB. (l) #B13-113 $8.50

Rosciszewska-Narloch/ORIGAMI TESSELACJA – GWIAZDOSZ (Geastrum): Detailed photo diagrams overlaid with folding symbols provide instructions for a tessellation named after the Geastrum mushroom (which actually looks more like a flower, sort of like a Gerbera daisy), along with 3 other models that can be used as inserts in the tessellation to give additional variations. High resolution pictures and close-ups of critical steps make the folding sequence clear and easy to follow. In Polish. 94 pp. PB. (I) #B13-114 $8.50

Rosciszewska-Narloch/ORIGAMI TESSELACJA – KORYTARZE (Hallways): Detailed photo diagrams overlaid with folding symbols provide instructions for two related tessellation models, Hallways and Hallways V. 2. Lots of help is given on how to collapse the tessellation sections by photos showing in-process steps. Glossy pages and well-lit, high resolution photos make the steps clear and easy to follow. In Polish. 28 pp. PB. (I) #B13-115 $8.50

Rosciszewska-Narloch/ORIGAMI TESSELACJA SZCESLIWA (HAPPY): Detailed photo diagrams overlaid with folding symbols provide instructions for the tessellation model, Happy. Lots of help is given on how to collapse the tessellation sections by photos showing in-process steps. Glossy pages and well-lit, high resolution photos make the steps clear and easy to follow. In Polish. 32 pp. PB. (I) #B20-007 $8.50

Rosciszewska-Narloch/ORIGAMI TESSELACJA – WPROWADZENIE (Introduction): Detailed instructions using standard origami diagrams for folding the starting grids of tessellation models. Steps are covered for creating 32x32 and 24x24 grids on a hexagon when starting with rectangular paper, for folding 32x32 square and triangular grids on a square, and for 24x24 square and triangular grids on a square. A handy introduction to folding accurate tessellation bases. In Polish. 28 pp. PB. (I) #B13-115 $8.50

Rosciszewska-Narloch/PUFF TESSELLATION: Detailed photo diagrams overlaid with folding symbols for the Puff Tessellation, which looks like a repeated pattern of 5-petaled flowers with 3-D petals. High resolution photos with excellent contrast make the steps clear and easy to follow. In English and Polish. 20 pp. PB. (H) #B13-133 $8.50

Rosciszewska-Narloch/ROZBLYS K SLONECZNY (SOLAR FLARE): Detailed photo diagrams overlaid with folding symbols provide instructions for the tessellation model, Solar Flare. Lots of help is given on how to collapse the tessellation sections by photos showing in-process steps. Glossy pages and well-lit, high resolution photos make the steps clear and easy to follow. In Polish. 36 pp. PB. (I) #B20-008 $8.50
Rosciszewska-Narloch/Spatial World: Diagrams and instructions are provided to create 17 polyhedron models using combinations of squares, pentagons, hexagons and six types of connectors. Some models have floral designs. Once you've mastered the model, change the connectors, and the width and length of units to create different variations of the model. Also included are diagrams for Eight pointed star, Poinsettia, May Flower, Spiky Flower, and Spiky Flower with tassel. 66 pp. PB. (I-HI) $32-116 $21.95

Suzuki/Flower Origami: Create wonderful flowers and display them to brighten up a room or give to someone special. Full color diagrams with Japanese instructions. Colorful photographs show the models in various displays. Models include Fressia, Gerbera, Carnation, Gigantum, Iris, Twist Rose, Lily, Hydrangea, Cosmos, Lotus Flower, Morning, Sunflower, Clematis, Poinsettia, Twist Rose Collaboration, Peach Blossom, Dream Flower Bowl, Knob Flower, Flower Ball, Petal Star Box and two display boxes. 128 pp PB (I-HI) $32-116 $21.95

Suzuki/Twist Rose: Emiko Suzuki is the master of the twist rose. In this book, she shares several variations of the rose, including a 5-petaled version, and a variety of bases for the rose, including a square base and a 4-leaves base. There are interesting rose tessellation type models and cranes with roses that use Senbazuru-like slits cut in the paper. Also included are other wonderful models – Apple by Shuzo Fujimoto and a Persimmon variation, boxes and containers, Revealing Flower, Modular Wreath and Snake, Jack-in-the Box Heart, Kissing Lips, David Brill’s Star Container, and more. Color photos show many ways to use and display the roses, such as jewelry, bouquets, container embellishments, and even clothing. In Japanese. 96 pp. PB. (I) $32-116 $26.95

Szinger/Origami Animal Sculpture: 22 intermediate to advanced models featuring chapters on animals, insects, cephalopods, marine mammals, and more. A full Adirondack Camp includes models for a Lean-To, Canoe, and Adirondack Chair. Samples of other models include Loom, Moose (with full antlers), Inchworm, Giant Squid (featuring 12-fold rotational symmetry), Bull Walrus (with color-changed tusks), Snapping Turtle (with a hex-patterned shell), American Turkey (color with changed wattles, feet, tail tips and wing tips), and Five-Fold Rose. Color photos and clear, colored diagrams with text descriptions on steps. Includes DVD with the author teaching the folding process for 12 of the models. 128 pp. PB. (I-C) $32-116 $19.99

Takai/Origami Flowers: In Japanese. 41 models of flowers, leaves, and “garden friends”. Models include Tulip, Tulip Leaf and Stem, Dandelion, Butterfly, Carnation, Rose, Phalaenopsis Flower and Leaf, Snail, Sunflower, Iris, Cactus, Gingko Leaf, Maple Leaf, and much more. Color photos of finished models. 112 pp. PB. (I) $32-116 $23.50

Torimoto and Duke/Origami: The book starts with an introduction to origami bases and a short history of origami, then continues with chapters of traditional origami, original models by the author, and models with practical uses. This is followed by an interesting chapter called “Do Your Own Origami” that walks you through how to modify models to come up with something new. Finally there is a chapter of challenging origami. Examples of models include Elephant, Friendship Dove (holding a heart), Birds in a nest, Envelope with Decorative heart, chopstick rests, Dala Horse, Homing Paper Plane, Witch (on a broomstick), Angel with Lute, and Submarine. Color diagrams and photos, 142 pp. PB. (S-C) $32-116 $12.99

Tubis & Brown/Decorative Origami Boxes from Single Squares: Container fans will enjoy these origami boxes. The clever folding patterns create flower-like geometric decorations. For each design choose between making it a one-piece self-closing box or a decorative lid for a standard Masu box. 20 pp. PB, spiral-bound. (I) $32-116 $14.00

van Schuylenburg/Send a Garland Full of Wishes: Folding instructions for full alphabet and set of numbers, and a pennant that locks over a string so that you can create custom origami banners for celebrations or even for adding your group name to an origami teaching table. Other models include a Parsny, Cake, Wine Bottle, Crib, Boat, Inkwell, Beret (graduation cap), Windmill, Canal House, Cow, Wooden Windmill, Little House and “Like it”. All models are flat so would also be great for decorating greeting cards and Artist Trading Cards. Color diagrams and photos. In English and Dutch. 37 pp. PB. (S-I) $32-116 $17.50
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**Gurkewitz & Arnstein/BEGINNER'S BOOK OF MODULAR ORIGAMI**

**POLYHEDRA:** Models represent different ways to fold each of the five Platonic solids, providing a better understanding of their geometric properties. 16 models, including classics such as the Jackson and Sorohe Cubes, Neale's Octahedron, and Simon's Gyroscope. Clear diagrams and detailed descriptions for assembly. 60 pp. PB. (S-I) #B10-103 $7.95

**Gurkewitz & Arnstein/MULTIMODULAR ORIGAMI POLYHEDRA:** Includes Archimedean, Buckyballs and Duality. 80 pp. PB. (I-C) #B03-102 $7.95

**Hull/ORIGAMI 3: THIRD INTERNATIONAL MEETING OF ORIGAMI, SCIENCE, MATH & EDUCATION:** 31 scholarly papers, many by experienced folders. Plus, there's no cutting, gluing, or taping required. Clear line drawings by Paul Jackson with text descriptions of the folding steps, and black and white photographs on how to create 16 kinds of animal models. All of them can be folded from one piece of paper, with the suggestion of washi or an ordinary origami sheet. The book gives a recommended size of paper to fold and assemble flowers from stem, leaves, calyx, blossoms, pistil and stamens. 368 pp. PB. (S-I) #B02-104 $21.95

**Hull/PROJECT ORIGAMI SECOND EDITION:** Activities for Exploring Mathematics: Hands-on projects for exploring origami-math topics. The second edition includes 8 new projects, almost 100 extra pages, and improved ways to present or teach the material. Besides Solving Cubic Equations, Buckyballs, PHIZZ units, and Five Intersecting Tetrahedra, there are new projects for the origami helix, Molly's Hexahedron, modular star rings, self-similar waves, and more. 341 pp. PB. (C) #B13-103 $26.95

**Lam and Pope/LEARNING MATHEMATICS WITH ORIGAMI:** Paper is a great, inexpensive resource for classrooms and home schools. Published by the Association of Teachers of Mathematics in the UK, this book contains practical information on using origami to teach math concepts such as fractions, angles, polygons, rotation and reflection, tiling, volume, and more, with suggested ages (based on the UK Key Stage grouping) for each concept. There are whole lessons, short activities, exploratory questions, and collaborative projects. 38 pp. PB. (S-I) #B17-103 $22.50

**Lang/ORIGAMI 4: FOURTH INTERNATIONAL MEETING OF ORIGAMI, SCIENCE, MATH & EDUCATION:** The editor, Robert Lang, has compiled scholarly papers, many by renowned paperfolders, on origami math, uses of origami in science and origami in education. A wonderful resource for educators. 376 pp. PB. (S-C) #B09-109 $93.95

**Montroll/ ORIGAMI AND MATH, SIMPLE TO COMPLEX:** The 39 projects in this book are all made from a single square of paper, and were chosen to illustrate the application of math to origami. The book is not heavy on the math, and can be fully enjoyed even if you choose to ignore the math discussion. Projects include folding polygons and rectangles from a square, various types of troublewits, chessboards from 1x1 to 8x8, five-sided models including a way to make the traditional puffy star from a square, and several animals (elephants, camel, dromedary, rhino, llama, and horse) chosen to illustrate show changing the initial starting folds of a base affect proportions and allow development of many different models. 120 pp. PB. (S-C) $16.95

**Wang-Iverson & Lang & Yim/ORIGAMI 5: FIFTH INTERNATIONAL MEETING OF ORIGAMI, SCIENCE, MATH & EDUCATION:** A compilation of papers exploring the connections between origami and art, education, science, math, and technology. 646 pp. PB. (S-C) #B11-123 $80.95

**Zsebe/PAPER & FORM:** 13 original 3-dimensional models, each from a single, uncut square. Models include Dove, Lion, Horse, Colorado Beetle, Ladybird, Bison, Warthog, Wild Boar Piglet, Wild Boar, Fly-Agaric (mushroom), Brown Bear, Polar Bear, and Bear on Rock (from a single sheet). The author recommends paper that is good for shaping or wet-folding, such as tissue foil, thicker papers, dampened cardstock, and Elephant Hide. A short paragraph at the beginning of each design describes the inspiration, folding hints, and paper recommendations. There is also a crease pattern and drawing of the model dimensions as related to paper size. Designs are expressive, make efficient use of the paper, and are 3-D, so they stand up and make for excellent displays. Quality hardcover book includes color photos and diagrams with text descriptions on each step. In English and Hungarian. 92 pp. HC. (I-HI) #B15-118 $45.00

**AIRPLANES**

**Weiss/WINGS & THINGS IN ORIGAMI:** 32 origami models that really fly! While you will find typical paper planes, darts, and blackboard bombers, there are also flying rings (Penta-Flinger), a Bat, manta Ray, Flying Nun, Astro Tube, 3 different Dollar Bill Gliders, Origami Kites, Soaring Eagle, Tumble Wing, Maple Seed, Gliding Swan, and much more. Models are simple enough for beginners, yet unique and interesting enough for experienced folders. Plus, there's no cutting, gluing, or taping required. This economically priced book could be the foundation for some unique flying competitions or classroom experiments. Clear line drawings by Paul Jackson with text descriptions of the folding steps, and black and white pictures of finished models. 300 pp. PB. (S-I) #B17-106 $8.95

**MONEY FOLDS**

**Kirschenbaum/EASY MONEY ORIGAMI:** Take your dollar bills to another level. This kit contains 15 origami dollar bill projects ranging from simple to high intermediate/complex levels. Models include Heart, Tree, Butterfly, Tetrahedron, Octahedron, Flapping Bird, Cube, Cat, Camera, Spinning Top, Turtle, Elephant, Lobster, Fly, and Jack in the Box. Diagrams are in color and have clear step-by-step instructions. Each project is great for gift giving, tipping, and enjoying your money even more. This kit includes:

- A full-color 64 page instruction book
- Free online demonstration videos
- 48 practice "dollar bills"176

64 pp. PB. (S-C) #B19-018 $14.99
KAMI: Standard origami paper, 20 assorted bright colors (15 colors for assorted pastels), colored on one side, white on the other.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.5”</td>
<td>500 sheets</td>
<td>P01-1117</td>
<td>$3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2”</td>
<td>245 sheets</td>
<td>P02-1052</td>
<td>$3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3”</td>
<td>500 sheets</td>
<td>P03-1275</td>
<td>$8.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3” pastels</td>
<td>1005 sheets</td>
<td>P03-1709</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6”</td>
<td>100 sheets</td>
<td>P06-1101</td>
<td>$5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6”</td>
<td>402 sheets</td>
<td>P06-1136</td>
<td>$18.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10”</td>
<td>100 sheets</td>
<td>P10-1102</td>
<td>$13.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3”</td>
<td>200 sheets</td>
<td>P10-3803</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

KAMI 6” ALL ONE COLOR 100 Sheets: Standard origami paper, all one color in a package, colored on one side and white on reverse. Available in the following colors: red, green, pink, purple, yellow. Specify color please.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6”</td>
<td>100 sheets</td>
<td>P10-7606</td>
<td>$5.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

KAMI 6” ALL ONE COLOR 50 Sheets: Standard origami paper, all one color in a package, colored on one side and white on reverse. Available in the following colors: baby blue, baby pink, medium blue (replaces cobalt), bright sky blue, chairo brown, chocolate brown, fuchsia, grey, hot pink, light brown, light green (replaces pale green), lime green, orange, pink, purple, wisteria. Specify color please.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6”</td>
<td>50 sheets</td>
<td>P10-8606</td>
<td>$3.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

100 COLORS OF JAPAN 6”: High-quality, kami-weight paper in 100 different colors. Color on one side, white on the other.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6”</td>
<td>100 sheets</td>
<td>P06-9746</td>
<td>$6.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOLD OUT, NOT FOR ORDER

100 COLORS OF JAPAN 7”: High-quality, kami-weight paper in 100 different colors. Color on one side, white on the other. This is such a popular product that we also carry this in 6 inch size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7”</td>
<td>100 sheets</td>
<td>P07-9737</td>
<td>$6.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COMPLEX ORIGAMI PAPER: Specially made Washi paper that is light weight, thin (20g/m²) and dyed through. This paper was designed for complex models and can handle folding well without tearing. Each pack contains 10 sheets in 10 different rich matte colors. Paper is 30 x 30cm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P12-405766</td>
<td>$6.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOLD OUT, NOT FOR ORDER

CORK SHADES: Mono-colored paper in three natural colors (near-white, light beige, and tan) with a slight, cork-like texture on the front. Thickness is similar to Tant paper. Good for use as skin tones, animal colors, or models/compositions where you need a natural or neutral color and texture.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6”</td>
<td>24 sheets</td>
<td>P06-9256</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DUO 6”: Assorted colors; both sides colored; with some exceptions colors tend to be complimentary rather than contrasting; kami weight.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6”</td>
<td>20 sheets</td>
<td>P50-8206</td>
<td>$3.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DUO 3”: Assorted colors; both sides colored; with some exceptions colors tend to be complimentary rather than contrasting; kami weight.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3”</td>
<td>150 sheets</td>
<td>P03-8063</td>
<td>$6.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOLD OUT, NOT FOR ORDER

DUO BLUE/YELLOW: Kami weight paper all sheets blue on one side and yellow on the reverse. Great for butterflies, flowers, kusudamas, and other models that feature both sides of the paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6”</td>
<td>100 sheets</td>
<td>P10-1036</td>
<td>$10.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DUO DARK GREEN/LIGHT GREEN: Dark green on one side and light green on the other with a hint of stripes. Paper is thin and folds well. Perfect for making leaves, or embellishing decorations or cards.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6”</td>
<td>24 sheets</td>
<td>P06-KS96</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DUO GREEN/LIGHT GREEN: Kami weight paper all sheets dark green on one side and light green on the reverse. Great for making more realistic leaves and foliage, or to use for an ecological ("green") project.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6”</td>
<td>100 sheets</td>
<td>P10-1046</td>
<td>$10.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DUO GREEN/YELLOW: Kami weight paper all sheets green on one side and yellow on the reverse. Great for butterflies, flowers, kusudamas, and other models that feature both sides of the paper.
6" squares 100 sheets P10-1116 $10.50

DUO RED/BLACK: By popular demand! Kami weight paper all sheets red on one side and black on the reverse. Perfect for cardinal models. Also great for butterflies, flowers, kusudamas, and other models that feature both sides of the paper.
6" squares 100 sheets P10-1126 SOLD OUT, NOT for ORDER

DUO RED/GOLD KRAFT: Rich matte red on one side and shiny metallic gold on the other provides a striking contrast for models that utilize both sides of the paper. The red/gold color combination is traditionally associated with wishes for good luck and prosperity. This is a kraft weight paper cut especially for us! Folds well.
6" squares 24 sheets P06-KS66 $4.00

DUO RED/GOLD KRAFT HEXAGON: Rich matte red on one side and shiny metallic gold on the other provides a striking contrast for models that utilize both sides of the paper. The red/gold color combination is traditionally associated with wishes for good luck and prosperity. This is a kraft weight paper cut especially for us! Folds well. The hexagons are 5.75 inches across from point to point, or 5 inches across from edge to edge.
5.75" hexagons 10 sheets P06-KS66 $2.00

DUO RED/GREEN: Kami weight paper all red on one side with dark green on reverse; excellent for strawberries, toys, modulars, and floral models that show both sides of the paper.
6" squares 100 sheets P50-8226 $10.50

DUO RED/YELLOW: Kami weight paper all sheets red on one side and yellow on the reverse. Could be an economical alternative to using red/gold. Great for butterflies, flowers, kusudamas, and other models that feature both sides of the paper.
6" squares 100 sheets P10-1016 $10.50

ELEPHANT HIDE ASSORTED A4: Tough, tear-resistant, parchment-look paper with a smooth finish. This heavy paper is ideal for wet-folding and tessellations. Assorted color package includes 10 sheets, 2 each of light grey, light blue, light brown, chamois, and white. Same color both sides, 110 gsm weight.
A4 (8.25" x 11.7") 10 sheets P10-EHAA $7.00

ELEPHANT HIDE SINGLE COLOR A4: Tough, tear-resistant, parchment-look paper with a smooth finish. This heavy paper is ideal for wet-folding and tessellations. Single color packages include 10 sheets. Specify color: light brown, chamois, light grey. Same color both sides, 110 gsm weight.
A4 (8.25" x 11.7") 10 sheets P10-EHAS $7.00

ELEPHANT HIDE SINGLE COLOR LARGE SHEETS: Tough, tear-resistant, parchment-look paper with a smooth finish. This heavy paper is ideal for wet-folding and tessellations. Ten sheet packs consist of only 1 color. Specify color: light brown, chamois, light grey, or light blue. Same color both sides, 110 gsm weight. Please add $7.00 extra shipping when order placed via mail or fax if anything else is ordered along with the large sheets.
19.5" x 27.5" 10 sheets P10-EHLG $24.00
Single sheet P10-EHLGSS $3.00

LUXURY GOLD AND RED: Gold leaf foil on one side and red kami paper on the reverse. Perfect for adding a luxury touch to your model. Slightly heavier than kami.
6" squares 10 sheets P06-8005 $11.99

ORIGAMI STARS FOLDING PAPER: 1000 high-quality colored folding strips measuring 3/8 x 9 3/8 inches perfect for folding origami Lucky Stars. Strips have a vibrant color on the front and a white reverse, and are a bit stiffer than kami. Papers are bound into a pad for easy access, and instructions are included. Lucky Stars are perfect for jewelry, packing material in gift boxes, garlands, mobile, curtains, jars of stars, wishing stars, on a toothpick decorating cupcakes, etc. 10 different colors. Excellent price!
3/8 x 9 3/8 inches 1000 strips P0X-395X $8.95

RAINBOW COLORS DUO: Contains 12 different colors unique to this pack with coordinating colors on the reverse. Includes instruction sheet for 8 simple models.
6" squares 200 sheets P06-1866 $8.95

RED COLLECTION: Same paper as Red Collection, but the color is the same on both sides. Pick your favorite red color to create roses, hearts, boxes, jewellery, etc. Five shades of red paper with the same color on the reverse. Paper is slightly thicker than Kami and has a shiny smooth surface perfect for fitting modulars together. The pack includes 30 sheets of 6 inch paper with instructions to create the rose pictured on the cover.
6" squares 30 sheets P06-1252 $3.75

RED COLLECTION DUO: Same paper as Red Collection, but the color is the same on both sides. Pick your favorite red color to create roses, hearts, boxes, jewellery, etc. Five shades of red paper with the same color on the reverse. Paper is slightly thicker than kami and has a shiny smooth surface perfect for fitting modulars together. The pack includes 30 sheets of 6 inch paper with instructions to create the heart models pictured on the cover.
6" squares 30 sheets P06-1253 $5.75

STARDREAM ASSORTED 12 INCH: Shimmering pearlescent/metallic surface on a sturdy 120gsm acid-free paper. Even though this is heavy weight paper, it folds easily with sharp creases that also reverse well. Paper is the same color on both sides, and is a joy to fold for corrugations, tessellations, boxes, stars, modulars, letterfolds, jewelry – basically anything without too many layers. Packages contain 2 sheets each of 15 colors. Large 12 inch size provides flexibility – use the sheets as is for tessellations or boxes or cut to smaller sizes for modulars.
12" squares 30 sheets P12-SDA12 $12.00

STARDREAM SINGLE COLOR 12 INCH: Get your favorite color of Stardream paper in a pack! Shimmering pearlescent/metallic surface on a sturdy 120gsm acid-free paper. Even though this is heavy weight paper, it folds easily with sharp creases that also reverse well. Paper is the same color on both sides, and is a joy to fold for corrugations, tessellations, boxes, stars, modulars, letterfolds, jewelry – basically anything without too many layers. Large 12 inch size provides flexibility – use the sheets as is for tessellations or boxes or cut to smaller sizes for modulars. Specify Color: Amethyst, Azalea, Bronze, Copper, Crystal, Fairway, Flame, Gold, Jupiter, Lagoon, Onyx, Rose Quartz, Sapphire, Silver, Vista
12" squares 30 sheets P12-SDA12SC $12.00

TANT PAPER: High quality paper slightly thicker than kami; same color on both sides. Great for dry sculpting and good for wet-folding.
6" squares,12 shades/Red–48 sheets P09-6801 $11.25
6" squares,12 shades/Blue–48 sheets P09-6802 $11.25
6" squares,12 shades/Yellow–48 sheets P09-6803 $11.25
6" squares,12 shades/Green–48 sheets P09-6804 $11.25
TANT 6" MONOTONE: High quality paper slightly thicker than kami; same color on both sides. Great for dry sculpting and good for wet-foiling. Paper surface has some texture that provides good friction for holding together modulars. Monotone colors include white, off-white, 3 shades of grey, and black. 6" squares, 6 shades/monotone=48 sheets P06-9406 $6.00

TANT 6" PASTELS: High quality paper slightly thicker than kami; same color on both sides. Great for dry sculpting and good for wet-foiling. Paper surface has some texture that provides good friction for holding together modulars. Package includes 4 sheets each of 12 pastel shades. 6" squares, 12 shades/pastels=48 sheets P06-9416 $7.00

TANT 6" 24 COLORS: High quality paper slightly thicker than kami; same color on both sides. As you would expect of Tant, the paper creases sharply and reverses well. Great for dry sculpting and good for tessellations. Paper surface has some texture that provides good friction for holding together modulars. Package includes 3 sheets each of 24 bright colors. 6" squares 72 sheets P06-9886 $11.25

TANT 6" 50 COLORS: High quality paper slightly thicker than kami; same color on both sides. As you would expect of Tant, the paper creases sharply and reverses well. Great for dry sculpting and good for tessellations. Paper surface has some texture that provides good friction for holding together modulars. Package includes 2 sheets each of 50 colors, including a rainbow of bright colors, pastels, and neutrals. 6" squares 100 sheets P06-9896 $15.00

TEN SIZES ORIGAMI: Perfect for making nesting boxes or various models in increasing sizes. 10 sizes x 10 colors x 1 sheet for a total of 400 sheets. Kami-weight paper, white on reverse. Colors are red, orange, yellow, light green, dark green, dark blue, purple, black, brown, and pink. Sizes are 6 x 6 cm, 7 x 7 cm, 8 x 8 cm, 9 x 9 cm, 10 x 10 cm, 11 x 11 cm, 12 x 12 cm, 13 x 13 cm, 14 x 14 cm, 15 x 15 cm. Various sizes = 100 sheets P0X-3268 SOLD OUT, NOT FOR ORDER

THIN KRAFT PAPER: High-quality kraft paper that is extremely thin and strong. Paper is listed at an amazing 28gsm (standard kami is about 60gsm). Color is natural brown on both sides, and one side is slightly shiny. The paper can be treated with watercolor paints, used to backcoat foil or softer papers, or used alone. Great for crumpling, good for wet folding. Due the thinness of the paper, it is also great for complex models with a lot of layers. 12" squares 30 sheets P12-3012 SOLD OUT, NOT FOR ORDER

THIN WHITE KRAFT PAPER: High-quality kraft paper that is extremely thin and strong. Paper is listed at an amazing 28gsm (standard kami is about 60gsm). Color is white bright on both sides, and one side is slightly shiny. The paper can be used to backcoat foil or softer papers, or used alone. Great for crumpling, good for wet folding. Due the thinness of the paper, it is also great for complex models with a lot of layers. 12" squares 30 sheets P12-3112 SOLD OUT, NOT FOR ORDER

TRANSLUCENT HEXAGON LARGE: Very thin white paper in a hexagon shape, perfect for flowers, tatos, bowls, and stars, and that require hexagonal paper. The translucent paper is especially effective for snowflakes, tessellations, and other models where you can see the effect of light shining through the different layers of paper. Measurement given is point to point across the hexagon. 11.5", hexagons 10 sheets PH12-KS112 $6.00

TRANSLUCENT HEXAGON SMALL: Very thin white paper in a hexagon shape, perfect for flowers, tatos, bowls, and stars, and that require hexagonal paper. The translucent paper is especially effective for snowflakes, tessellations, and other models where you can see the effect of light shining through the different layers of paper. Measurement given is point to point across the hexagon. 5.75", hexagons 10 sheets PH6-KS16 $2.25

VIBRANT COLORS DUO: 500 sheets of high-quality, kami-weight paper printed with attractive, vibrant colors chosen to enhance the creative work of origami artists and paper crafters. Contains 12 different colors unique to this pack with coordinating colors on the reverse. Includes instruction sheet for 8 simple models. 6" squares 500 sheets P06-3646 $12.95

WHITE HEXAGON ASSORTMENT: Plain white paper in 4 sizes of hexagons. The white paper is ready for you to color, paint, or decorate as you desire. The hexagon shape is perfect for flowers, snowflakes, tatos, bowls, stars, and tessellations that start with the hexagon shape, and you don’t have to cut the paper yourself! This paper is heavier than our Translucent Hexagons. Three sheets each of 4 sizes – 5.75", 8.25", 9.5" and 11.5" (measurements are point to point across the hexagon). Assorted hexagons 12 sheets PHA-KS0A $6.00

WHITE HEXAGON MEDIUM: Plain white paper pre-cut into a regular hexagon shape in an easy to handle medium size. 12 sheets, 8.25 inches point to point across the hexagon. 8.25" hexagons 12 sheets PH8-KS08 $5.00

WHITE PENTAGON MEDIUM: Plain white paper pre-cut into a regular pentagon shape in an easy to handle medium size. 12 sheets, 8.25 inches point to point across the pentagon, 7.75 inches from a point to the center of the opposite edge. 8.25" pentagons 12 sheets PP8-KS08 $5.00

PATTERNED PAPERS

ABSTRACT PATTERNS: This origami paper pack contains 192 sheets of Japanese matte patterns. One side of the paper is printed with 10 different traditional patterns. The other side has a complimentary matte color. The package includes a booklet with instructions to make the starbox, crane, simple envelope and collapsible box. 6" squares 192 sheets P06-0736 $11.00

ART OF RAINBOW 3: A rainbow of bright colors appears painted across the paper. Reverse sides are a pastel version of the pattern on the front. 6" squares 35 sheets P06-0057 $10.50

BIRTHSTONES DUO 200 6 INCH: Give a gift to a friend based on their birthstone. 200 sheets of high-quality kami-weight paper. Twelve different matte birthstone pattern designs with a complementary reverse side to enhance your models. The pack includes 200 sheets of 6 inch paper with a small instruction booklet for 6 projects: Crane, Waterbomb Balloon, Star Box, Simple Swan, Samurai Helmet, and Kimono. The 12 birthstone patterns are Garnet, Amethyst, Aquamarine, Diamond, Emerald, Pearl, Ruby, Peridot, Sapphire, Opal, Citrine, and Tanzanite. 6" squares 200 sheets P06-3200 $8.99

BLACK AND WHITE GEOMETRIC MEGA PACK: 16 different black and white geometric patterns with a white reverse. Paper is thin and smooth-textured on both sides. Patterns include dots, checks, gingham, houndstooth, stripes, zigzags, and some fancy swirls. The high-contrast designs look great on many models and are very interesting when combined with modulars, boxes, stars, ATCs, etc. or when used in combination with solid colored papers. 6" squares 200 sheets P06-7286 $10.00
BLACK AND WHITE GEOMETRIC 3": 16 different black and white geometric patterns with a white reverse. Paper is thin and smooth-textured on both sides. Patterns include dots, checks, gingham, houndstooth, stripes, zigzags, and some fancy swirls. The high-contrast designs look great on many models and are very interesting when combined with modulars, boxes, stars, ATCs, etc. or when used in combination with solid colored papers.

3" squares 300 sheets P03-1470 $6.80

BLUE AND WHITE DUO: 200 sheets of high-quality kami-weight paper. Twelve different matte blue and white designs with either a corresponding matte blue, white, or a yellow back to enhance your models. The pack includes 200 sheets of 6 inch paper with a small instruction booklet for 6 projects.

6" squares 200 sheets P06-2371 $8.99

BOKASHI BLOOM HARMONY: Beautiful designs that create bursts of color combinations in an X pattern. Kami weight paper with four designs. Reverse is white.

6" squares 24 sheets P06-5897 $5.25

BOKASHI MEGA PACK: The perfect pack when you can’t decide on a pattern. Forty of the Bokashi patterns in one pack! Paper is kami weight.

6" squares 160 sheets P06-1494

BOKASHI RENDERING HARMONY: Small white center with a spread of increasing squares of different colors. Four different color designs. Reverse is white.

6" squares 24 sheets P06-5880 $5.25

CANDY PATTERNS: Fun candy patterns featuring chicklets, licorice, candy corn, rock candy, flower sprinkles, gumballs, fruit swirls, foil eggs, gummy bears, red hearts, jelly beans and purple sour gummies.

6" squares 200 sheets P06-1428 $9.00

CHECKED PATTERN: Thin paper with a small plaid check pattern. Paper is glossy and smooth on both sides. Reverse is white. 6 sheets each of 6 different colors.

6" squares 36 sheets P06-9226 $4.00

CHERRY BLOSSOMS DUO: 200 sheets of high-quality, kami-weight paper printed with cherry blossom prints chosen to enhance the creative work of origami artists and paper crafters. 12 brightly colored cherry blossom patterns on the front and a matte solid coordinating color on the back. Paper has a matte finish and is cut in accurate squares with a well-centered pattern. Comes with a booklet of simple models.

6" squares 200 sheets P06-0315 $8.99

CHERRY BLOSSOMS DUO 500 4 INCH: 500 sheets of high-quality, kami-weight paper printed with cherry blossom prints chosen to enhance the creative work of origami artists and paper crafters. 12 brightly colored cherry blossom patterns on the front and a matte solid coordinating color on the back. Paper has a matte finish and is cut in accurate squares with a well-centered pattern. Colors and patterns are different than the 6 inch Cherry Blossom Duo.

4" squares 500 sheets P04-2838 $11.50

CHIYOGAMI DUO 500 4 INCH: 500 sheets of high-quality, kami-weight paper printed with chiyogami patterns chosen to enhance the creative work of origami artists and paper crafters. This is a bargain price for 500 sheets of quality paper, and the patterns look great on many types of models. Contains 12 different patterns with coordinating solid colors on the reverse. Patterns are different from Chiyogami Patterns Duo.

4" squares 500 sheets P04-2401 $11.50

CHIYOGAMI PATTERNS DUO: 500 sheets of high-quality, kami-weight paper printed with chiyogami patterns chosen to enhance the creative work of origami artists and paper crafters. This is a bargain price for 500 sheets of quality paper, and the patterns look great on many types of models. Contains 12 different patterns with coordinating solid colors on the reverse. Includes instruction sheet for simple models.

6" squares 500 sheets P06-9234 $13.00

CHIYOGAMI SQUARES: Washi Chiyoami is a heavier weight paper of machine made washi with variation of checkerboard patterns. Colors are a soft quilt-like pattern with white on the reverse side.

6" squares 28 sheets P06-9946 $6.00

COLORS OF THE SEASONS: Four chiyoami patterns for the seasons. Cherry blossoms, blue festival lights, spring green cranes, and fall leaves. Kami weight paper and reverse is white.

6" squares 40 sheets P06-5293 $5.30

CONCENTRIC CORNERS: Assorted colors; corners are one color which fades into another color which fades into white in the center of the paper; good for flowers, animals and birds; kami weight.

3" squares 200 sheets P08-7303 $5.40

3" squares 200 sheets P08-7306 $7.00

DESIGN-PAPER 4": 90 gsm weight paper with a smooth surface. Patterns are zentangle-like in shades of a single color. All paper in each package is the same pattern and color. Reverse is white.

Pink Heart 32 sheets P04-DP14 $8.50

Yellow Sun 32 sheets P04-DP24 $8.50

Purple Star 32 sheets P04-DP34 $8.50

Red Flower 32 sheets P04-DP44 $8.50

DESIGN-PAPER DUO 4": 90 gsm weight paper with a smooth surface. Patterns are zentangle-like in shades of a single color. All paper in each package is the same pattern and color. The reverse side is a solid color that matches the deeper shades on the front.

Green Puzzle 32 sheets P04-DP54 $9.00

Dark Red Rose 32 sheets P04-DP64 $9.00

DOT CHIYOGAMI BOX: A wonderful collection of duo papers in a variety of patterns that were previously offered separately. Patterns include dots, stripes, hearts, stars, checks, flowers, animals, and more. 120 papers in 30 different patterns. A bit heavier than kami, so the paper will be good for models where you need some extra strength. Package has instructions for a box and an envelope. Papers come in a medium-weight, reusable plastic container.

6" squares 120 sheets P06-9916 $24.00

DUO BLACK AND WHITE GEOMETRIC: 8 different black and white geometric patterns with a different pattern on the reverse. Paper is thin and smooth-textured on both sides. Patterns include dots, checks, gingham, houndstooth, stripes, zigzags, and some fancy swirls. The high-contrast designs look great on many models and are very interesting when combined on modulars, boxes, stars, ATCs, etc. or when used in combination with solid colored papers.

6" squares 24 sheets P06-1465 $5.50

DUO CHIYOGAMI HEART: A smooth, crisp paper with a solid color background and a pattern of either red or pink hearts on the front. The reverse side is a solid color matching the hearts. Thicker than kami, 6 sheets each of 6 colors. Nice for models to decorate anniversary, wedding, or valentine cards and gifts, cute for gift boxes or envelopes destined for a special friend.

6" squares 36 sheets P06-9396 $7.00

DUO DOT COLORFUL: The front side of this bright, colorful paper is printed with large, multi-colored polka dots on a white background. The reverse side is a solid color that coordinates with the dots on the front. The paper has a smooth finish and creases sharply. Slightly heavier than kami. 36 sheets, 6 each of 6 different color schemes.

6" squares 36 sheets P06-9316 $5.00

DUO GINGHAM CHECK: Smooth paper with a gingham check pattern of single color squares alternating with white squares. The reverse side is a solid color matching the squares. Paper creases sharply and is slightly heavier than kami. 36 sheets, 6 each of 6 different color schemes.

6" squares 36 sheets P06-9156 $6.50
DUO STRIPES: Colorful stripes on front, color on reverse matches main stripe color. 6 color combinations. Heavier than kami.
6” squares 36 sheets P10-7556 $7.50

FLORAL AND CRAFT MEGA PACK: A combo package of 100 sheets of floral chiyogami, 5 patterns with white reverse (same patterns as 3” Floral Mega Pack); and 100 sheets of thin kraft paper printed with traditional designs, 4 patterns with 3 color schemes per pattern. The kraft paper has a light brown reverse.
6” squares 200 sheets P10-KFC6 $10.00

FLORAL MEGA PACK 3”: 5 different floral designs in red, blue, purple, green, and yellow shades. Slightly thinner than kami, white reverse. The paper folds nicely and the colors would enhance many small models, but is particularly nice with modulars and stars.
3” squares 300 sheets P10-FLC3 $9.00

FLORENTINE LARGE PRINT DUO: Beautiful florentine print in red, blue, green, yellow, and grey on a metallic gold background with solid red on the reverse side. Paper is slightly thicker than kami and has a slight texture. The pattern on this paper is larger and simpler than our “Florentine” paper. The gold background and red reverse means it looks great by itself in models that show both sides of the paper, and it also pairs nicely as an accent paper with solid color papers or foils in modulars and boxes. Package includes 24 sheets of the same print.
6” squares 24 sheets P06-KS76 $4.25

FLOWER CHIYO ROSE: Thin paper with clusters of red roses on a colored background with subtle dots. Smooth matte finish on both sides, while on the reverse. Creases crisply and reverses well. An attractive paper that is very nice to handle. 24 sheets – 6 each of 4 different background colors (purple, pink, green, blue).
6” squares 24 sheets P06-9826 $4.00

FLOWER PATTERNS DUO: 200 sheets of high-quality kami-weight paper. Twelve different matte flower pattern designs with a complementary reverse side to enhance your models. Perfect for envelopes, thank you gifts, and modulars. The pack includes 200 sheets of 6 inch paper with a small instruction booklet for 6 projects.
6” squares 200 sheets P06-2715 $8.99

FLOWER PATTERNS DUO 500 6 INCH: 500 sheets of high-quality kami-weight paper. Twelve different matte flower pattern designs with a complementary reverse side to enhance your models. Perfect for envelopes, thank you gifts, and modulars. The pack includes 500 sheets of 6 inch paper with a small instruction booklet for 6 projects: Crane, Waterbomb Balloon, Star Box, Simple Swan, Samurai Helmet, and Kimono. The patterns are different from the Flower Patterns Duo 200 sheet pack also sold on The Source.
6” squares 500 sheets P06-2852 $12.99

GOLD SHEEN STRIPES 6”: Rich pastel shades in a diagonal stripe pattern with a lustrous golden sheen. A very elegant Japanese paper with a slight texture on the white side. Two sheets each of 5 shades (blue, pink, green, peach, and yellow).
6” squares 10 sheets P06-5416 $5.00

HANDY COLORED PAPER: A handy paperboard package unfolds to reveal 3 pads of origami paper – 50 sheets of colored paper with a white reverse, 50 sheets of duo paper with a solid color front and complementary colored reverse, and 50 sheets of duo paper with either a floral or polka dot print and a colored reverse. The clever package has a tab and slot closure and makes this a great way to carry your origami paper with you. Closed package is only about a half inch wide and is smooth to slide easily into a pocket or bag. Kami weight.
3” squares 150 sheets P03-1023 $4.50

HEARTS AND FLOWERS DUO: 100 sheets of high-quality, kami-weight paper printed with heart prints chosen to enhance the creative work of origami artists, paper crafters, and romance enthusiasts. 12 unique colored heart patterns on the front and a matte solid coordinating color (or dotted pattern for one design) on the back. Paper has a matte finish and is cut in accurate squares with a random pattern. Comes with a booklet of simple models.
6” squares 100 sheets P06-2456 $6.99

HOSHO PAPER 3”: Strong kozo (mulberry) paper in 10 traditional Japanese prints. Each print has a different predominant color. Paper is kami-weight, with a smooth printed surface and a white reverse that has a slight texture.
3” squares 300 sheets P03-9123 $5.00

JAPANESE DESIGNS JUMBO PACK: Beautiful Japanese matte prints on the front and a solid, coordinating matte color on the back. 300 sheets of 12 different designs in 3 different sizes (8 1/4”, 6 3/4”, 6”). kami weight paper folds beautifully. Paper comes in a sturdy box with a color booklet containing 4 folding projects (Angel, Freiburg Dish, Star Form, and Arlington Box). This wonderful folding paper would also make great greeting cards, artist trading cards, and work nicely mixed with solid papers in modular designs.
6”, 6 3/4”, & 8 1/4” sq. 300 sheets P0X-292X $17.50

JAPANESE SHIBORI DUO 200 8.25 INCH: 12 delightful Japanese blue shibori patterns on the front and a solid coordinating color on the back. The pack includes 200 sheets of 8.25 inch paper with a small instruction booklet for 6 projects: Crane, Waterbomb Balloon, Star Box, Simple Swan, Peacock, and Kimono.
8.25” squares 200 sheets P08-3156 $16.99

JAPANESE WASHI PATTERNS: Beautiful Japanese Washi matte designs on the front and a solid, coordinating matte color on the back. There are 200 sheets of 12 different designs. Kami weight paper folds beautifully. Paper comes in a sturdy box with a color booklet containing 4 folding projects (Treasure Box, Betty's Butterfly, Pop-Open Heart, and Carp). This wonderful folding paper would also make great greeting cards, artist trading cards, and work nicely mixed with solid papers in modular designs.
6” squares 200 sheets P06-1076 $11.50

JAPANESE WOODBLOCK PRINTS DUO 200 8.25 INCH: 12 Japanese landscape patterns on the front and a solid coordinating color on the back. Not only are these suitable for making beautiful boxes, these are pretty enough for framing! The pack includes 200 sheets of 6 inch paper with a small instruction booklet for 6 projects: Crane, Waterbomb Balloon, Star Box, Simple Swan, Peacock, and Kimono.
8.25” squares 200 sheets P08-3149 $16.99

KALEIDOSCOPE DUO 1001 NIGHTS: Richly colored kaleidoscope-like pattern on the front and a solid color on the back. The 1001 Nights design features darker tones of purple, black, russet, orange and brown with russet on the reverse. This beautiful kami-weight paper from Austria creases well and produces interesting effects on folded models. Package contains 25 sheets of the same paper.
8-1/4” squares 25 sheets P08-0268 $10.50

KALEIDOSCOPE DUO AUTUMN: Brightly colored kaleidoscope-like pattern on the front and a solid color on the back. The autumn design features greens, reds, and yellows with a pattern reminiscent of a peacock feather; reverse side is green. This beautiful kami-weight paper from Austria creases well and produces interesting effects on folded models. Package contains 25 sheets of the same paper.
8-1/4” squares 25 sheets P08-0258 $10.50

KALEIDOSCOPE DUO CHRISTMAS TIME GREEN: Red and green colored kaleidoscope-like pattern on the front and a solid green color on the back. The Christmas design features reds and greens with a kaleidoscope jewel pattern perfect for holidays; reverse side is a green color. This beautiful kami-weight paper from Austria creases well and produces interesting effects on folded models. Package contains 50 sheets of the same paper.
4” squares 50 sheets P04-0077 $10.50

KALEIDOSCOPE DUO CHRISTMAS TIME RED: Red and green colored kaleidoscope-like pattern on the front and a solid red color on the back. The Christmas design features reds and greens with a kaleidoscope jewel pattern perfect for holidays; reverse side is a red color. This beautiful kami-weight paper from Austria creases well and produces interesting effects on folded models. Package contains 50 sheets of the same paper.
4” squares 50 sheets P04-0075 $10.50
KALEIDOSCOPE DUO DESIGN MIX 2031: Wonderfully colored kaleidoscope-like patterns on the front and a solid color on the back. Mix contains three patterns – Kaleidoscope Extravaganza (purple on reverse), Kaleidoscope Autumn (orange on reverse), and Kaleidoscope Kimono. This is a great selection of the kaleidoscope patterns and colors. This beautiful kami-weight paper from Austria creases well and produces interesting effects on folded models. 6” squares, 33 sheets, (11 of each color).

6” squares 33 sheets P06-2031 $10.50

KALEIDOSCOPE DUO DESIGN MIX 2021: Wonderfully colored kaleidoscope-like patterns on the front and a solid color on the back. Mix contains three patterns – Kaleidoscope Spring 1 (yellow on reverse), Kaleidoscope Autumn (green on reverse), and Kaleidoscope Mandala (red on reverse). This is a great selection of the kaleidoscope patterns and colors. This beautiful kami-weight paper from Austria creases well and produces interesting effects on folded models. 8-1/4” squares 24 sheets P08-2021 $10.50

KALEIDOSCOPE DUO DESIGN MIX 2030: Wonderfully colored kaleidoscope-like patterns on the front and a solid color on the back. The four different designs in this package are black and white with a solid red reverse, dark grey and white with a solid green reverse, medium grey and white with a solid yellow reverse, and light grey and white with a solid blue reverse. This beautiful kami-weight paper from Austria creases well and produces interesting effects on folded models. Package contains 36 sheets, 9 of each pattern.

6” squares 36 sheets P06-0064 $10.50

KALEIDOSCOPE DUO DIRNDL MIX: Kaleidoscope-like pattern on the front and a solid color on the back. The four different designs in this package are black and white with a solid red reverse, dark grey and white with a solid green reverse, medium grey and white with a solid yellow reverse, and light grey and white with a solid blue reverse. This beautiful kami-weight paper from Austria creases well and produces interesting effects on folded models. Package contains 36 sheets, 9 of each pattern.

4” squares, 50 sheets P04-3019 $10.50

KALEIDOSCOPE DUO HAPPINESS: Happiness is a burst of brightly colored kaleidoscope-like pattern on the front and a solid light green color on the back. The colors on the front are complimentary to the reverse side. This beautiful kami-weight paper from Austria creases well and produces interesting effects on folded models. Each package contains 25 sheets of the same color.

8-1/4” squares 25 sheets P08-0049 $10.50

KALEIDOSCOPE DUO PETRA: Brightly colored kaleidoscope-like pattern on the front and a solid color on the back. The petra design features desert tans, reds and black with a kaleidoscope pattern; reverse side is a complimentary salmon color. This beautiful kami-weight paper from Austria creases well and produces interesting effects on folded models. Package contains 25 sheets of the same pattern.

8-1/4” squares 25 sheets P08-2017 $10.50

KALEIDOSCOPE DUO SPRING - Golden: Brightly colored kaleidoscope-like pattern on the front and a solid color on the back. The colors on the front are complimentary to the reverse side. This beautiful kami-weight paper from Austria creases well and produces interesting effects on folded models. Each package contains 25 sheets of the same color.

8-1/4” squares 25 sheets P08-2018 $10.50

KALEIDOSCOPE DUO SUMMER 1: Bright tie-dye colors in a spiral pattern on the front and a bright yellow solid color on the back. This beautiful kami-weight paper from Austria creases well and produces interesting effects on folded models. Package contains 35 sheets of the same design.

6” squares 35 sheets P06-0326 $10.50

KALEIDOSCOPE DUO WATERCOLOR BLUES: Bright watercolor effects of blues, green, yellow and purple in large stripes painted across the paper. Reverse side is a blue solid color.

6” squares 35 sheets P06-2019 $10.50

KALEIDOSCOPE DUO WEINHACHTS RED AND GREEN: Brightly colored kaleidoscope-like pattern on the front and a solid color on the back. The Weihnachts design features reds and greens with a kaleidoscope jewel pattern perfect for holidays; reverse side is a complimentary red color. This beautiful kami-weight paper from Austria creases well and produces interesting effects on folded models. Package contains 25 sheets of the same paper.

8-1/4” squares 25 sheets P08-2015 $10.50

KALEIDOSCOPE DUO WINTER GALAXY 4 INCH: Snowflake-like kaleidoscope pattern in a frozen palette of blue, turquoise, purple, and white with a solid blue color on the back. This beautiful kami-weight paper from Austria creases well and produces interesting effects on folded models. Package contains 25 sheets of the same design.

8” squares 25 sheets P08-0047 $10.50

KALEIDOSCOPE DUO PATTERNS DUO: 12 brightly colored kaleidoscope patterns on the front and a bright solid coordinating color on the back. Paper has a matte finish and is cut in accurate squares with a well-centered pattern. This paper was so popular at our paper review meeting that we had trouble getting the committee to stop playing with it! This is a bargain price for 500 sheets of quality paper, and the patterns look great on many types of models. Comes with an 8-page booklet of simple models.

6” squares 500 sheets P06-3576 $12.95

KATAGAMI FLOWERS: Very thin, translucent paper, somewhat shiny on the front and slightly textured, matte white finish on the back. Paper creases sharply and reverses well. Package contains 6 sheets each of 4 patterns. Package includes instructions for a Sanbo box, a Kimono, a template for a mini-envelope, and other suggestions for using the paper.

6” squares 24 sheets P06-9906 $7.25

MARBED PATTERNS DUO 200 6 INCH: 200 sheets of high-quality kami-weight paper. Twelve different matte marble pattern designs with a complementary reverse side to enhance your models. Perfect for envelopes, thank you gifts, and modulars. The pack includes 200 sheets of 6 inch paper with a small instruction booklet for 6 projects: Crane, Waterbomb Balloon, Star Box, Simple Swan, Samurai Helmet, and Kimono.

6” squares 200 sheets P06-2845 $8.99

MINI YUZEN CHIYO: Beautiful paper with a deep, rich, jewel colored background and a pattern of petite, multi-colored flowers. Sheets have a smooth surface and are kami-weight. Reverse side is white. 8 background colors – ruby, rose quartz, sapphire, turquoise, gold, tanzanite, amethyst, and peridot.

3” squares 128 sheets P03-9793 $4.25

6” squares 32 sheets P06-9806 $4.25

NATURE PATTERNS DUO: 200 sheets of high-quality, kami-weight paper printed with nature prints (flowers, berries, honeycomb, pebbles, leaves, peacock feathers) chosen to enhance the creative work of origami artists and paper crafters. Contains 12 different patterns unique to this pack with coordinating solid colors on the reverse. Includes instruction sheet for 8 simple models.

6” squares 200 sheets P06-6196 $8.95

NEW PATTERN ORIGAMI: Kami weight paper with a waxy feel. Four patterns: two starry scenes or two criss-crossing lines. Reverse is white.

6” squares 24 sheets P06-5392 $5.40
PASTEL WATERCOLORS: This is machine made washi that has four watercolor shades of pastel colors. It is a heavier weight of paper than kami. The front is a smooth washi watercolor design. Color side has a smooth feel and reverse side has a slightly textured feel.  
6" squares 36 sheets $6.50

PEARLIZED DOUBLE FAN MIX: Pearlized paper is thin, lightweight slightly opaque paper that is perfect for anything from giftwrap to invitations. Each pattern features a metallic double fan print overlaid on a solid-colour background. Pack contains three colors: red, blue, silver with matching solid color on back.  
6" squares 24 sheets $6.50

PEARLIZED FILIGREE MIX: Pearlized papers are thin, lightweight opaque papers that are perfect for anything from giftwrap to invitations. Each pattern features a metallic print overlaid on a solid-colour background. Each pack contains 4 sheets of lime, mango, blush, pink ivory, rose and champagne.  
6" squares 24 sheets $6.50

PRINT CHIYOGAMI PACK: Fun filled pack of 40 chiyogami non-metallic multicolored patterns, including florals, geometrics, and washi. Paper is slightly thinner than kami and white on the reverse side. Paper comes in a flip top light cardboard packet.  
40 patterns 200 sheets $17.00

RAINBOW PATTERNS DUO: Vibrant rainbow colored patterns on the front and a coordinating solid color on the reverse. There are 12 sheets of each of the 8 patterns. Paper is a bit heavier than kami and slightly glossy, yet folds crisply without the color cracking on the creases. Comes with a small pamphlet with instructions for folding 7 models.  
6" squares 96 sheets $6.75

RYOMEN CHIYOGAMI BOUQUET DUO: Flowers in bouquet type arrangements on soft pink, blue, green or purple backgrounds. The reverse has a solid color of dark purple, yellow, red, or lime green, respectively. Paper is thicker than kami. Perfect for boxes, envelopes, Insert has instructions for a Double Sheet Box, Traditional Four Petal Box, Kimono Paper Purse, and Kimono.  
4 colors 24 sheets $6.00

RYOMEN CHIYOGAMI FLOWERS DUO: Flowers in splashed across dark blue, pink, light blue, or purple backgrounds. The reverse has a solid color of dark red, light blue, yellow, or pink, respectively. Paper is thicker than kami. Perfect for boxes, envelopes, Insert has instructions for a Double Sheet Box, 8-sided Gift Box Box, Small Envelope, and Kimono.  
4 colors 24 sheets $6.00

SAKURA CHIYOGAMI COLLECTION: A collection of papers around the sakura (cherry blossom) theme. Package contains 6 sheets each of 12 different Japanese style prints, 6 sheets each of 4 solid color papers in shades of pink, and 4 sheets of a duo paper cranberry colored one side and light pink on the other. Paper is kami-weight. Back of package includes instructions for folding a modular cherry blossom.  
6" squares 100 sheets $10.75

Solid Harmony 3°: Solid color corners fading to the center white. Assorted colors; corners are one color which fades into white in the center of the paper; good for flowers, animals and birds; kami weight.  
3" squares 200 sheets $5.40

STRAWBERRY DUO: Red with black dots on one side, green on the other. Kami weight, perfect for folding strawberries!  
3-1/2" squares 50 sheets $2.50

THE NEPALESE COLLECTION: Handcrafted in Nepal, this Lokta paper pack has two sheets each of six designs. There are three solid metallic designs (gold, silver and copper) and three marbled metallic designs (gold, gold/silver, gold/silver/copper) in the pack all with a cream colored reverse side. Paper is soft, and thicker than kami. It can be used for projects such as wallets or frames and holds up to wet folding very well. Because the paper is hand made from the Lokta plant, the reverse side of the paper shows the plant fibers and more texture than on the colored side of the paper. Paper comes in 8.5" X 11" sheets for a total of 12 sheets.  
8.5" X11" 12 sheets $12.00

TIE-DYE PATTERNS DUO 500 6 INCH: 500 sheets of high-quality, kami-weight paper printed with colorful tie dye patterns in matte finish. Patterns are not on center which make for interesting results. There 12 different patterns with coordinating solid colors on the reverse. Package includes diagrams for a Star Box, Pig, Japanese Lantern, Simple Swan, Samurai Helmet, and Kimono.  
6" squares 500 sheets $12.99

TWO TONE SQUARE: Kami weight paper with a four square pattern. Six two tone color combinations: orange/yellow, red/blue, orange/purple, red/black, yellow/green, and black/white. Reverse is white.  
6" squares 6 sheets $3.50

TWO TONE TRIANGLE: Kami weight paper with a four triangle pattern. Six two tone color combinations: orange/yellow, red/blue, orange/purple, red/black, yellow/green, and black/white. Reverse is white.  
6" squares 36 sheets $3.50

WASHI PATTERNS DUO 500 6 INCH: Beautiful Japanese washi matte designs on the front and a solid, coordinating matte color on the back. There are 500 sheets of 12 different designs of kami weight paper. This wonderful folding paper would also make great greeting cards, artist trading cards, and work nicely mixed with solid papers in modular designs. Package includes diagrams for a Star Box, Pig, Japanese Lantern, Simple Swan, Samurai Helmet, and Kimono.  
6" squares 500 sheets $12.99

PATTERNED PAPERS - WASHI

CHERRY BLOSSOM CHIYOGAMI: Chiyogami texture paper with a smooth cherry blossom design. Four unique patterns to create models. Package includes instructions to fold traditional cherry blossom plate.  
6" paper 28 sheets $6.75

CHIYOGAMI: Different assortment in each package; non-metallic multicolored patterns, including florals and geometrics; washi, heavier and softer than kami.  
3" squares 144 sheets $5.00

ORIGAMI CRANE: Chiyogami texture paper with a smooth chiyogami design. Four unique patterns to create models. Package includes instructions to fold traditional origami crane with special emphasis on paper orientation to have the design stand out on the wings. Includes one folde origami crane  
6" paper 16 sheets $6.75

VERY SPECIAL CHIYOGAMI: Different assortment in each package; hand printed exquisite traditional Japanese patterns; most incorporate metallic inks.  
6" squares 20 sheets $11.00
FOIL PAPERS

AMERICAN FOIL: Durable foil in brilliant colors; great all-purpose folding paper; reverse side is white and holds color dyes well.

**Assorted Solid Colors:**
- 6-1/4" squares: 50 sheets P20-9006 $4.25
- 10" squares: 50 sheets P20-9010 $7.50

Assorted Mosaic Colors:
- 6-1/4" squares: 50 sheets P20-9006C $4.25

**Assorted Holiday Colors:** 10 sheets each of 5 holiday colors – red, dark green, medium blue, silver, and gold. Great for making holiday ornaments, gifts, table decorations, and package embellishments.
- 6-1/4" squares: 50 sheets P20-9006H $4.25

**AMERICAN FOIL MATTE:** Durable foil with a non-shiny finish; assorted soft colors especially suitable for flowers and jewelry; reverse side is white and holds color dyes well.
- 6-1/4" squares: 100 sheets P20-9106M $8.00
- 10" squares: 50 sheets P20-9101M $7.75

**AMERICAN FOIL ONE COLOR:** (Specify color please)
Medium blue, peacock blue (teal), copper, fuchsia, gold, dark green, pink, purple, silver, mushroom gold, mosaic green, mosaic red, mosaic silver, mosaic teal, matte gold, matte spring green, matte lilac, matte pink, matte opal, matte red, matte fuscia.
- 6-1/4" squares: 100 sheets P20-9000 $7.50

**DELUXE DUO TISSUE FOIL SINGLE SHEET:** Handmade duo tissue foil sold as a single sheet. Paper is thicker (95 gsm) than other foil on the site, yet folds and holds shapes very well. The production of the paper minimize wrinkles. These 24 cm (~9.5 inches) sheets provide a vivid canvas for working on models or can be cut down if desired. Caution and care should be taken if trying complex or higher models as the thickness of the paper may not take well to color changes or tight reverse folds. The Primary colors of each paper have a Pearl finish while the secondary colors of each paper have the same metallic or mottled effect that the special tissue foils have as their primary color. There are twelve duo colors to choose from; please select when ordering. Items crossed out are SOLD OUT, NOT for ORDER:
- Antique Platinum - Black, Black Pearl - Dark Gold, Copper Pearl - Beige, Gold Pearl - Yellow, Navy Pearl - Turquoise, Red (Scarlet Pearl) - Ruby, ~9.5" squares 1 sheet P10-TISSDS $1.80

**DUO FOIL:** Assorted vibrant colors on one side and foil on the reverse; kami weight.
- 6" squares: 18 sheets P08-6006 $4.50

**FOIL MEGA PACK 3":** 10 assorted bright colors; very thin foil; especially good for miniatures or other models with multiple layers.
- 3" squares: 300 sheets P03-1462 $11.50

**JAPANESE BRILLIANT FOIL:** One color only.
- 3" squares, Gold: 100 sheets P08-9503G $3.25
- 3" squares, Silver: 100 sheets P08-9503S $3.25
- 3" squares, Red: 100 sheets P08-9503R $3.25
- 3" squares, Copper: 60 sheets P03-6180 $5.00

**JAPANESE EMBOSSED FOIL:** All over patterned foil in assorted brilliant colors; reverse is white. Excellent for folding jewelry because it is thin.
- 6" squares: 20 sheets P08-2206 $4.00

**METALLIC DUO FOIL:** Metallic Duo paper that is heavier than foil paper with beautiful eye catching colors. Colors are vibrant and have a satin feel. There are five colors with complimentary colors on the reverse: red/gold, green/emerald green, blue/aqua, gold/silver, and red/pink. Paper folds with crisp creases and no cracking.
- 6" squares: 15 sheets P06-0997 $10.50

**METALLIC FOIL MATTE:** Metallic Foil Matte paper that is heavier than foil paper with beautiful eye catching colors. Paper is rich matte in color with a satin feel. There are five colors with white on the reverse: red, gold, green, blue, and silver. Paper folds with crisp creases and no cracking.
- 6" squares, 15 sheets P06-0996 $5.40

**SOLID COLOR ASSORTED FOIL 3":** Assorted bright colors; very thin foil; especially good for miniatures or other models with multiple layers.
- 3" squares: 70 sheets P03-2027 $3.50

**SPECIAL DUO TISSUE FOIL SINGLE SHEET:** Handmade duo tissue foil sold as a single sheet. Paper is thicker (90 gsm) than other foil tissue on the site, yet folds and holds shapes very well. (Printer paper is 80 gsm.) The production of the paper minimize wrinkles. These 24 cm (~9.5 inches) sheets provide a vivid canvas for working on models or can be cut down if desired. Caution and care should be taken if trying complex or higher models as the thickness of the paper may not take well to color changes or tight reverse folds. The Primary colors of each paper have a metallic or mottled effect while the secondary colors of each paper have a plain matte finish like regular tissue foil. There are twelve duo colors to choose from; please select when ordering. Items crossed out are SOLD OUT, NOT for ORDER:
- Apricot - Peach, Ash - Black, Beetroot - Cerise, Dark Orange - Brown, Gold - Mustard, Honeysuckle - Pink, Navy Blue - Royal Blue, Olive Green - Bottle Green, Rust - Sandstone, Ruby Red - Scarlet, ~9.5" squares 1 sheet P10-TISSP $1.55

**TEXTURED GOLD AND SILVER FOIL:** Thin Japanese foil in gold and silver with various surface textures. This is a heavier weight paper that is not like the traditional foil paper. Paper comes in various textures from smooth to sparkly to wrinkled.
- 5.75" squares: 16 sheets P06-4786 $8.50

**TISSUE FOIL ASSORTED:** Handmade tissue foil – 4 sheets in the package have the same color tissue on both sides (mono-colored) and one sheet has different colors on each side (duo-colored). Tissue foil is known for being both strong and malleable, allowing for shaping models or creating thin, delicate appendages. These 12 inch sheets provide a large canvas for working on complex models or can be cut down to 3-inch or 6-inch sheets if desired. This paper is handmade for OrigamiUSA and each sheet and package is unique. If you have ever wanted to try folding with tissue foil these 12 inch sheets are a great opportunity without the mess of making the tissue foil yourself. Since this is a limited quantity, handmade product, we may run out of stock for periods of time – check the website for current availability.
- 12" squares: 5 sheets P12-TISA $5.00

**TISSUE FOIL NEUTRAL DUO:** Handmade tissue foil – Duo colored sheets in neutral tones - light grey/white, tan/raw sienna, white/black, raw sienna/black, and tan/black. The colors are perfect for making animal models. Tissue foil is known for being both strong and malleable, allowing for shaping models or creating thin, delicate appendages. These 12 inch sheets provide a large canvas for working on complex models or can be cut down to 3-inch or 6-inch sheets if desired. This paper is handmade for OrigamiUSA. If you have ever wanted to try folding with tissue foil these 12 inch sheets are a great opportunity without the mess of making the tissue foil yourself. Since this is a limited quantity, handmade product, we may run out of stock for periods of time – therefore this product will always be listed as clearance to prevent backorders.
- 12" squares: 5 sheets P12-TISE $6.00
KITS

BASCETTA STAR KITS: 32 sheets of 6 inch paper and instructions for folding a beautiful Bascetta Star. The paper in the duo kits is opaque and slightly heavier than kami.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kit</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duo Blue/Silver</td>
<td>P15-3366</td>
<td>$8.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duo Gold/Silver</td>
<td>P15-3666</td>
<td>$8.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duo Red/Gold</td>
<td>P15-3266</td>
<td>$8.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translucent Blue</td>
<td>P15-8006</td>
<td>$8.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translucent Red</td>
<td>P18-8206</td>
<td>$8.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translucent Yellow</td>
<td>P15-8146</td>
<td>$8.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translucent Violet</td>
<td>P18-8606</td>
<td>$8.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOT for ORDER

MISCELLANEOUS

BAMBOO CREASER: Tapered, pointed bamboo folding stick about 5-1/4" long and 7/8" wide. One side is rounded, and the pointed end is nicely smoothed. This folding tool is an excellent aid for making sharp creases and for getting into small corners. It is also very lightweight, so it does not add to hand fatigue while you are folding. The light weight also makes it easy to wear on a lanyard if you want to keep your origami tools handy.

M-BAM $3.50

BONE FOLDER: Smooth, tapered bone stick, about 6" long and 7/8" wide, pointed at one end. Useful for achieving sharp creases.

M-BON $5.00

MICRO BONE FOLDER: Smooth, tapered bone stick, about 3-1/8" long and 3/4" wide, pointed at one end. Useful for achieving sharp creases. This smaller bone folder is also thinner than our standard bone folder and has sharper edges that can be used for scoring thick paper. Fits nicely in the palm of your hand while folding, and convenient to carry in your pocket or wallet for on-the-go folding.

M-MBON $3.75

HARDWOOD CREASER: Hand made in Argentina exclusively for OrigamiUSA and featuring an engraved OrigamiUSA sailboat logo. Shiny, smooth creasers display the beautiful hardwood grain and taper to a nice point for getting inside creases or under flaps. One side is flat and the other side rounded, providing options for flattening or smoothing creases. About 4-3/4 inches long and 3/4 inches wide. Lighter in weight than our bone folders. Since this is a natural, handmade product, they can vary slightly from piece to piece. The wood is Palo Santo (Bulnesia sarmientoi), a noble, hard wood found in the forests of Northwestern Argentina. The species is non-endangered and is used in high-end decorative woodwork.

M-HWC $10.00

ORIGAMIUSA LANYARD: 5/8" wide with OrigamiUSA sailboat logo and website address. Metal ring on bottom for attaching keys, ID holder, or folding tools. The 2018 lanyard includes 2018 on the lanyard.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>M-LANR</td>
<td>$0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>M-LANW</td>
<td>$0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White 2018</td>
<td>M-LANW2018</td>
<td>$0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>M-LANY</td>
<td>$0.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PLAY MONEY DOLLAR BILLS: Set of 100 reproduction U.S. $1 bills with accurate graphics on front and back – useful for models that use the graphics for landmarks. Actual size of real bills.

M-PMB1 $3.50

OrigamiUSA is a volunteer-based, not-for-profit tax exempt educational arts organization dedicated to the sharing of origami. For membership information, contact our Home Office: OrigamiUSA, 15 West 77th Street, New York, NY 10024-5192, (212) 769-5635. Please include a self-addressed stamped envelope.

OrigamiUSA operates the Origami Source (mail-order only) as a service to its members and the general public. Members receive a 10% discount.

Send all orders to:
Origami Source
c/o Lenney
13895 Highway 127N
Crossville, TN 38571
Phone: 203-885-9151
Email: origamisource@origamiusa.org
Website: www.origamiusa.org

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>U.S. AND POSSESSIONS ONLY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shipping and Handling Charges:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up to $20.00 ...............</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$20.02 to $40.00 ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$40.01 to $60.00 ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$80.01 to $100.00 ........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$100.01 to $150.00 ......</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over $150.00 .............</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Covers order processing and delivery cost to one address. If order is to be shipped to more than one address, add $3.50 for each additional address.

PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.
MAKE ALL CHECKS PAYABLE TO ORIGAMIUSA.
MASTERCARD AND VISA ACCEPTED.

INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTS: Payable by VISA or MasterCard. Orders shipped outside of the United States (and possessions) are based on total weight and destination, charged to customer, and will be shipped Priority Mail International; delivery time is approximately 2 weeks dependent upon destination.